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Cut costs or else, trustees told
By
PAT MURPHY
There are a lot of people “out there” 
who are really worried about the cost of 
education and if school boards don’t 
crack down, the taxpayers will, trustee 
Rubymay Parrot told Saanich school 
board Monday night.
“1 want the children of this district to 
get the best possible education but 
someone has to pay the bills and 
education is costine too much,” Parrott
told colleagues who were busy over a 
three-hour period considering the 
provisions of an estimated $14,969,553 
budget for 1980 - up from $13,411,502 
in 1979.
The estimated increase in the 1980 
budget is 5.08 mills. To a taxpayer who 
has a property assessed at about 
$80,000. this will mean a boost on his 
tax bill of between $10and $15.
Board members pointed out the 
provincial share of the budget cost this 
year dropped from 47.6 per cent to 41.4
per cent, thus loading an additional 
burden on ratepayers.
Members of the board expressed 
concern about several areas of education 
in the district which, they felt, added to 
the heavy cost of instruction. Included 
were the more than 40 “elective” 
courses which are removed from 
compulsory core curriculum subjects.
Another factor is the pupil-teacher 
ratio in schools, secondary and primary 
which arc reflected in the bud.get in the 
cost of teachers’ salaries, an item which
is a large proportion of total costs.
The ratio in elementary schools in 
Saanich school district is one teacher to 
20 pupils and, in .secondarv schools, one 
to 21.
Principals of all three district 
secondary schools were present to argue 
that there should be no reduction in the 
ratio which is not uniform over all three 
schools but varied. Claremont School, 
lor example, teachers said, had some 
special problems and the pupil ratio 
should be lower there than at Parkland
or Stclly’s.
Until further information is obtained 
the board will not make a decision on 
this ratio and, as it is integral to the 
budget as a whole, ratification of the 
total budget will not take place until the 
school board meets again on Feb. 11.
Members of the board went over the 
46-page budget, section by section 
picking out items which they queried 
with members of the administration. In 
general, though, they approved most 
sections and there is little doubt that the
whole document 
Monday.
Although it didn’t evolve into an 
adversary situation the teacher- 
principals were ranged in their thinking 
against some members of the board who 
thought that either courses should be cut 
out, or shifted or that the pupil-teacher 
rtitio should be raised — that something 
should be done to decrease costs.
Teachers, on the other hand




When the new Victoria General 
Hospital is built, women in labor will 
have to make the journey out to 
Melmcken Road to have their babies. 
As well, pre-natal care with the family 
doctor at Sidney, Central Saanich or 
NorthSaanich will likely be a thing of 
^ the past.,':,
A new edict-to put a single obstetric
“If 1 were a doctor, I’d be upset, too.” s 
But a reversal of the decision is highly = 
unlikely although” when the public = 
feels strongly and it gets to the S 
politicians things can change. Who = 
,knows?’’j
The Royal Jubilee Hospital g 
resurrected the issue again recently—^ = 
and then lost out, he says\/.“The S
; V
Federal New Democratic-Party leader Ed Broadbent lashes out aT'^^'Fead'ef'Dave ’Bdrfett [Wiond lefr}:^7&i. MLAs Charles'  ̂Barber^' 
lack of Conservative support for Trident during brief visit at Pat Gordon Hanson and Frank Mitchell were also on Hand. Broad- 
Bay Airport Monday. Among those present to greet Broadbent bent pledged an NDP government would give Trident Aircraft
were local candidates Robin Blencoe of Victoria [far left] and Ltd. the assistance it needs to get the Trigull into production.
Robert Cameron of Esquimalt-Saanich [far right], and provincial [Ron Norman Photo.]
p .unit for the region at the new hospital .Jubilee’s not fighting it any more.”: 
i on. Helmcken — was confirmed How will it affect people on the 1
1 recently by the Capital Rcgidnal peninsula? “Well, they’re going to E
S Hospital and Health Planning have to drive out to Helmcken. It’s =
S ff^rnniission. And that . megns no , going to be a problem arid soifie,people E:
“ Obstetrics at the Saanich Peninsulaonstetnes at t aantch i l  .will be hurt and ihcohvcnienced;” he = : .
S Ho'-pital after Februray. 1982. date set .says. , ..............- =
I foi completion-of the'h’ospitaj.' ‘ some'’doctors wilFIose'some I
are happy about \it. ;: of their :practicc 21
North Saanich council torpedoed two 
separate development proposals from 
local marinas and wants to torpedo a 
third proposal if it could ever receive 
acknowledgement from Transport 
Canada.
The proposals involve one from each
of North Saanich Marina, Deep Cove 
Marina and Canoe Cove Marina.
An appeal by North Saanich Marina 
to remove 25.8 acres of land in Tsehum 
Harbour from the Agricultural Land 
Reserve will not be supported by 
council.
In a unanimous decision Monday 
night council recommended the Capital 
Regional District'and the B.C. Land 
Commission be advised of its “strong 
objection” to the ALR appeal.
The land in question is located south­
west of the .Swartz Bay ferry terminal.
access
Following a persiMent effort by Aid. 
Jay Rangel. North Saanich council 
Monday night approved the opening of 
Wain Rood from Derrick Rond through 
to Madronu Drive.
The road will be completed to pre- 
pavetnem standards, and is planned for 
use a.s the main thoroughfare in tlie 
Deep Cove area.
In addition, the extension will mean 
that Wain Road will run straight 
through from West Saanich Rond to 
Mudrotia.
Director of engineering Leo den Boer 
also spoke in favour of the Wain Road 
extension when he. .said preliminary 
traffic studies indicate a need fora third 
thoroughfare in the area.
Birch Road and Downey Road also 
run through to Madrona Drive from 
West Saanich Road.
However, it was Rangel who forced 
the matter onto Monday night’s agenda, 
He said committee A had not come to it 
conclusion concerning Wain Rond and 
accused chairman Hdgar Farthing of 
“dithering" on the subject.
Rangel said the matter was of the 
utmost urgency because it itivolved both 
pcde.strian safety and the need for 
proper emergency vehicle access to the 
area."
The opening of Wain Road has been 
under cottsideration for some time and 
has been supported by both ,,local 
residents and the Sidney and North 
Saanich volunteer fire departments, said 
Rangel,
Sidney fire chief Mel Baldwin sent a 
letter to council Dec. .3, 1979 advising, 
“Our interest and .support of this ex­
tension lias to do with the ambulance
service and mutual aid which we 
provide,”
Baldwin wrote, "We have en­
countered difficulties in this area in the 
past—- especially in winter."
Council was also told a rccom- 
inendation from the (ire cotnmittcc 
included tlic opening of Wain Road 
through to Madronu Drive, /
just off Swartz Bay Road. North 
Saanich Marina ~ formerly Bosun’s 
Marina — is owned by Victoria 
alderman and Sealand owner. Bob 
Wright.
Meanwhile, the Deep Cove Marina 
proposal for an extension of its present 
water lca.se and a refurbishing of the 
marina and adjacent land was also 
turned down.
However, council told marina 
representatives it would be willing to 
entertain proposals for a rearrangement 
of the area.
Aid, Edgar Farthing said council 
denied the proposal because it was 
“non-conforming” — it does not in­
clude a tiitio of three parts water to one 
part land,
However, Aid. Dcrmid Bingham 
Conllnued on Page 12
Few people 
E Gcrtaiiily not Saanich Peninsula 
2 Hospital aclministrator John Steven.s. 
S Or Dr. H.C. Worrall and his p.-irtner, 
S Dr. A.G. Moffoot, two Sidney doctors 
E with local practices on Beacon 
s Avenue.
E But the decision to centralize ob- 
= stetrics at the new hospital was made 
S two years ago and it’s unlikely 
S anything can alter that decision now, 
S Stevens .says.
2 Worrall says regionalization of 
S special services saves money, gathers 
S expertise under one roof and is ttd- 
S ministrativcly convenient. “It's also 
= popular with people who specialize 
S and like to work in a high-powered 
S unit — and we have to have these kind 
S of units for these people,” he says.
E But he questions the philosophy of 
5 putting “all normal, everyday, run-of- 
5 ihc-mill pregnancies” in a unit whicli is 
S geared to high-risk pregnancies.
S We will haven situation where most 
S babies will be delivered by specialists 
S and I think the work will be well done, 
S Worrall says, but he questions whether 
E such specialization was really needed,
= ”1 disagree with the philosophy that
= is doing tliis jo its,” he says, “It seems
that is maternity
icticc — that portion of it = 
.” =
difficnlt toBut Stevens says it 
argue / against Helmcken: hospital E
‘because it’s difficult to argue against S 
quality care.’’ j E
He says there’s a“vcry strong body E 
of opinion” in the medical field that s 
says because of the risks involved a E 
woman .should be where the specialists = 
and the modern equipment are. E
Stevens says the biggest argument in E 
favor of the move is the fact that in a S 
small hospital like the Saanich s 
Peninsula there arc only some 12 -16 S 
births a month shared between the = 
doctors it doesn’t even give them S 
one a month each, he .says.“They’re S 
not really getting enough births to be 5 
retilly good iit it,” S
However, Dr. Scott Wallace was 5
quoted Saturday .as saying tliat nb- S 
stetrics is not so highly specialized that = 
it requires rcgiotial treatment, and that § 
in planning ('or a facility capable of s 
meeting tire needs of high-riskmothers E 
and infants, the planners appear to “ 
have overlooked the majority of S
pregnancies which are normal. p
The loinici Oak Bay Ml.A .mcl 





Have Your Say 
opinion poll, paf^c 15
However, Farthing put up strong 
opposition to the proposal, He 
suggested itisteud that council extend 
Wain Road through from Derrick jo 
Deep Cove Road and then proceed 
along Deep Cove Road to Madrona 
Drive.
He also told council he did not sec any 
urgency in the i.s.suc .since It could he 
included in the engineer's overall 
pedestrian safety report,
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dies, pORcS
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p that we are going itt for an exotic way ninnity doesn't seem tii beawiucofthe
E .of looking after pregnancies •" and , itnpact of the decision. VVlicn the ttew
e prcgtiancy isn't a disease." hospital is built patients iti labor in
g Worrall .says he wasnot"totally Oiik Bay will liave to travel to 
a opposed” to the new plan bttt“lhe: Helmcken Road, passing the Royal
local cotmmmily thinks this hospital . Jubilee on the way, to have their
(Saanich Fcninsula) can be all tilings babies,
and furtetion in the satne way as a 'The distances Involved, both for 
f maior hospital, ' patients and physicians In getting to
“People dott’i know, are not aware the Helmcken Road hospital could 
I of the decision that’s been made and endanger some otherwise lunilnc 
how it will affect them. 1'hey shotdd be prcgtiancies, Wallace says.
told,” he says, “,S(nneonemust ex-
Gerry Kristianson calls it the 
“peasant's revolt." Esquimalt-Saanich 
Liberals started off in this election 
without any money at all, lie says,
Now, the federal Liberal candidate 
says donations arc coming in— SUK) 
Uonatiuns “iWni all kindsul peupie,” 
Tory Don Mttnro started off with 
$20,tW.> to spend, he says. “But we had 
zipjab-voluidynollting,''
Describing himself as “cautiously 
optimistic” Monday, Kristlnhson hinted 
at the prmihlllty of “turning around 
Munro'x rnajorily. From the objective 
evidence I’m, seeing, I Just can’t believe
These arc the people who will likely 
suppori the Liberals because they want a 
mi'ijorlty govtrnmcnt, he says,
lain t(» the local comimmily thal 
women mny no longer have their 
bahies here or go to their local doctor 
fnnmic-natal care.''
Worrall snyi he's not lobbying for 
the retention of ohstctiics at the 
Saattich Peninsula Hospital “although 
I vi^ould like it to be here find I believe 
we can p?ovide a high si.'irulird of 
.service ■■
He was critical of the Royal 
Jnhilce's representatives who, he Siiys, 
“caved in’’ at llte commisslott by not 
stressing their point that ohMetrics 
should he maintained at the Jtihilee, 
“They have let down the people they 
represent at the Jubilee hospital and 
iliey let down tlie commimiiy,"
As well as travelling sutne distance 
to the new hospital when In lahar, 
nuuhers-to-be will prohahly also have
■ 1,
Now Liberals can afford to advertise 
and pay for signs and bumper stickers, 
Kristianson says.
; Kri'jinnsonl’Jaid Liberal patty can­
vass erti" show us running slightly ahead 
of the Torlc.s on committed votes" and 
the NDP trailing,
The nnenmmittfd votes? Kri'^tianron 
says many people have withdrawn their 
overt support from the Tories and 
Ificy’re just wailing.
Kristianson announced Monday at a 
Viciofin Chamber of Commerstc 
mcclhig .0 ila, Empic.ss Hum! lluU if the ' 
Eibcrals win (he Feb, (fl federal eleciion, 
Newell Morri,soit, president of B.C, 
pevelopmem Corporation, had assured 
him BCDC would imntcdiatcly initiate 
interim financing for Trident in order to 
get the plant reopened and into 
production with a minimum of delay.
Tbe provincial fitumcing, Kristianson 
says, would be in anticipation of the 
l.ibcva! party':; promise of fedcr;'tl loarv; 
and guarantees to Ti idcni,
jUc stressed the importance of the 
pioviiiviul govcMUKCiil’s atid BCDC’s 
co-operntivc attitude. It will take several 
weeks for the Liberais to lake over Ihe 
rcln.s of government and get the federal 
money to Trident once again, he s-ays. 
“HCDC's co-operation means it>111 be 
possible to get things moving im­
mediately.
t he hospital has delivered some 250 to travel as well for pre-naial care, 
babies in date and 1ms a specialisi on Alihoiigli Stevens says doctors who 
staff “who is very vooil at being insist on Intjldim after their (uvn 
avallnhle,'’ the doctor says, pailcnis will prtrbahly he giveh vlsiilitg, |
Biti axing mnicrniiy faciliiies at the p'ivihnlgcs at Helmcken Road,
Saanich Peninsula Hospital and the 
Poynl Jiibllee in Victoi iit is all j).ui uf ;t 
trend in medical health services 
towards centralization, Stevens ex* 
plains. 'MPs happening right across the 
conniry,"
Of course doctors arc upset, he says.
Worrall seems to think that won't 
ImppciC ^
“We juefer tiociors to he fitlliime . 
here (Saanich Penlnsnltt) “It wHl he a 
rcallttss to the coiiiinitnliy. I think ii's 
lougli on the doctor who likes, to do 
ohsieirlcs, lie will haveloslop,”
(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiliiiHiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiHiiiiiitiihiiniiiifiiiiiiitiiiiiitiitiiii









2498 BEACON AVENUE 
Sidney 656-3515
The police board 1980 
budg was presented to 
Centr Saanich council 
Monaay night in the 
arnouiv.' $575,025.
The board proposes 
hiring an additional con­
stable in 1980 and this could 
add $28,400 to the basic 
estimated budget of 
$546,625. The budget was 
received by council and will 
be studied.
Cut costs OF else, trustees told
Continued from Page 1
championed the quality of education 
and pointed out that some courses, 
which served a smaller number of 
students than the 1 to 21 ratio, were 
necessary to provide university entrance 
for secondary school students.
“At one time the ratio in this and 
other school districts was. probably, 30 
to 1,” said trustee Gerry Kristianson. 
“It’s doubtful that the quality of
education suffered much. I agree with 
trustee Parrott that if we don’t do 
something to keep costs in line the 
ministry is going to do it for us.
“They wilt just lop off our budget any 
increase which is above the cost of living 
increase for that year. We will do it or 
they will — it’s as simple as that.’’
Mechanics, electronics, food service, 
theatre arts, music, construction, 
modern dance and many other “elec­
tives” were named as courses which
might, in the final crunch, have to go. 
But teachers argued that such in­
struction was relevant to the “quality of 
education.”
Another factor was the motivation of 
students, teachers said. A teacher might 
be able to handle 30 pupils if they were 
all academically-minded and well- 
motivated. But a lot of them were not 
and, when they weren’t, 20 might be far 
too many.
The choice was not easy. Parkland
principal .loe Lott pointed out. He had 
an auto mechanic course for girls in his 
school he said, which had two well- 
attended classes. If such a course was 
eliminated he might be able to put the 
teacher instructing math or something 
else but he would have an expensively 
equipped area which would be wasted.
True, said Parrott, but nonetheless, 
board were going to be told, and soon: 
chop your educations costs — or we’ll 
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OPEN DAILY 11 AM
- FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 
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Brentwood Shopping Plaza 
■ Hoiriestylp. Cooking and Baking
at Old fashioned Puces"







IHUKSDAY & SUNDAY 
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WEDNESDAY EVENING





SOUP OR SALAD 







2476 Mt, Newton X 652“lii^6 
On Patricia Boy Highwoy, 5 Milos From Forry
AMERICAN EXPRESS. MASTER CHARGE. CHARGEX
Youngsters praised
A couple of North 
Saanich youngsters came in 
for some words of praise 
from Sidney RCMP 
following their quick action 
in reporting some dynamite 
found on the side of the 
road.
An RCMP spokesman 
said two youths found 12 
sticks of dynamite and 
some blasting caps on 
Land’s End Road. 
Apparently, it had fallen 
from a truck, said the 
spokesman.
The youths gently moved 
the dynamite and caps to 
the side of the road and 
called the municipal office. 
The RCMP were informed
CLIPPER INN
SPECIALIZING IN
SEA FOOD <6 S TEA KS
OPEN FROK'.S P.M. DAILY 
I CLOSED TUES.j
(formerly Yruman's Stook House)
2558Bevan Ave., Sidney 
Reservations 656-4640
hotel Sidney
Foot of Beacon Ave. 
OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 










and they in turn called the 
armed forces demolition 
team who picked up the 
dynamite and caps and later 
detonated them.
Meanwhile, a 44-year-old 
visitor to Sidney was 
charged after employees of 
the Sidney Hotel found 
white paint spread all over 
one of the storage closets.
The man told police he 
had been drinking and had 
somehow gotten into the 
closet and couldn’t get out. 
He then started painting 
everything in the closet.
Two dinghys were 
reported stolen this week — 
one from Canoe Cove 
Friday night, and the other 
from the deck of a summer 
home in Glenwood.
The NDP campaign 
office at 2328 Beacon was 
vandalized sometime Friday 
night. Workers reported
broken windows.
A complaint of littering 
in McDonald Park cam­
pground is still under police 
investigation, but RCMP 
say they have a suspect. 
Nine bags of garbage were 
found strewn around the 
campground.
In Central Saanich police 
news this week, a 27-year- 
old Victoria woman was 
taken to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital with a severe 
bump on her head after a 
two-car accident Saturday.
Susan Neilson, 3701 
Savannah, was later 
released from hospital. The 
accident took place on West 
Saanich Road and Keating 
Crossroad when a car 
driven by Jozef Ujfalusi, 
141 Durrance Road, ap­
parently went through a 
stop sign and hit a car 
driven by Neilson. Damage
was estimated at $1,500.
Another accident — this 
time a single vehicle mishap 
involving a motorcycle — 
sent an Esquimau man to 
hospital with multiple 
fractures and severe 
lacerations Jan. 29.
Police report a motor­
cycle driven by Michael 
Richard Leblanc of the 
HMCS Kootenay went off 
the road around the 8300 
block East Saanich Road.
Leblanc was taken to 
Jubilee hospital where he is 
still recuperating. A 
passenger was treated for 
lacerations and later 
released. Damage came to 
approximately $800.
Brentwood Hardware 
and Athletic store in 
Trafalgar Square was the 
scene of a break-in Friday 
night. However, police 
report nothing was missing.
AUTOPLAI If^SURANCE 1980
Let our trained staff assist you. 
plate decals and insurance.
Bring in your renewals for licence
BBYiilfl
STEAK, PIZZA S SPAGHEni HOUSE
Evening Dining in Fine:, T 
Mediteranian TtadilionRESERVATIONS - 65l)-5595 :
;:s TAKE OUTS656-5597,:S:
■ . Mori'.-Sot. n Q.m,-'i a.mV Stmdoy 11 6. m.r- Midnight 
. Sth&B«acon Sidney ;
ResrauRaNTV
jfiAVEioDGE
■ BEACON AVE:.SIDft^Y, B.C.- ,
; , ; The Finest in 
Family Dining 
Opert 7 a.m.-Midnight 
’‘656-1176 ■
RESTAURANT
Specialising in Chinese 
& Canadian Food :
■ ;0REN: M0N.-THURS:. 4* • MibHIGHT, 
- i a;.: FRI.-S3I,'. : 4*. -. 1“ a.m. " 
;^:V'?'SUN0flT: : - . 4'’;. 8“ p.m: " 
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2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
.. ..
1 Sea Breeze Cafe Silver '■ '
9776 - 4th St. . Sidney
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— SPECIALIZING IN — Restaurant
FISH a CHIPS DAILY SPECIALS 
BREAKFAST ~ LUNCH
Chintrio Food
At Rootonablo Pricoi :
’Pick Up -Tako Out
2470Boocon Av». S56'1812'
Breakfast-lunch-dinner
Opcm Doily 7:30 AM - 7;30 PM 
Closed Sunday
ComplotuTokB Out SsrvIcB 
656-UJI
No matter what the weather...
There’s always SUNSHINE in Sidney.
Sunshine Secretarial Service






REMEMBER - the cost is the same to you whether you deal 
through us, your local insurance agent, or Motor Vehicles Office. 
It only takes minutes and we will take the time to ensure that you 
have adequate coverage. i
Post-date cheques accepted. Phone us at 656-1154 to arrange an 
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We will be open Saturdays 
during February
Hiunday Ntn>n to 12 Sthl, 
f riihy 12 Noon to 2 a.m, 





We are installing a New Oven and will
be CLOSED MONDAY to THURSDAY, 
FEB. nth to FEB. 14th.
We will RE-OPEN FRIDAY, FEB. 15th
The Saanich Peninsula 
Arts and Crafts Society 
(SPACS) has been turned 
down in its bid to get 
municipal land from North 
Saanich council for con­
struction of an arts centre.
Council indicated it is 
‘‘averse to giving upvany 
municipal land’’,; but.■ is 
-willing 'to cortsider a 
monetary grant . ' ^ ^
The arts group had 
requested a one-half acre 
site on McDonald Park 
Road adjacent to Parklands 
school and near the football 
field.
Its proposal for an arts 
centre included a $75,000 
price tag and a centre of 
some 3,000 square feet.
Aid. Jay Rangel seemed a 
little surprised at council’s 
decision commenting, “I 
thought we were going to be 
much more helpful than 
we’re displaying now.”
Aid. Harold Parrott 
asked that council also 
submit alternative 
suggestions to the group, as 
had been requested in the 
brief last year.
After some debate, a list 
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Where to take your visitors C frlendi
Occasioniilly, one finds a candidate for public office whose tiiialifications and 
record of public service draws widespread support across normal party lines and 
Irtim people in all walks of life.
Dr. Gerry Kristianson i.s such a candidate. Mis back);rountI as a scliolar, a 
university professor, a Canadian diplomat, an executive assistant, and a lo’ctil 
businessman, has ^’iven him skills which will ensure that the voters of Estiuimali 
Saanich are well repre.sented in Ottawa
MiMiimiii
AKDMOm, (.01,1' ( OURSK, WII ,\rdmorf Hr. & West Siiuiiich Knud, Sidney 
A cozy >l)olci. Ideal lor lamilics, ncaiiiil'ul scenery and special iwiliglii rales for 9.hole
(Sf'i 21" swimining heticlt. Phone
Mis record during six years as a school trustee in Saanich and during two years as 
School Board Chiiirman show,s that he i.s one of the few elected officials who can 
ensure that the public receives good value for it.s hard-earned tax dollars.
We. the undersigned believe Gerry Kristianson would make an out.standini' 
Member of Parliament. We urge his siipiiort by Esquimalt-Saanich voters, "
IlKIsNTWOOl) INN, 7172 llninwood Drive, Hrenlwnnd. 6.52-2413,
SALMCINFISHINCI. llnnl lU'iiliil, (inided I'IshInu Trips (nil in, lusive)
l-nniily lishing in ihe proiccied Snanich Inlet. Ihemwood Uoai Kcniiils(1971) Ltd. at llic
Ferry Dock, Biciitwood IJay, Pliniie 6.52-11114.
IIOTKL Sn)NI-;Y, 2S37 Heueo.i Ave.. Sidney. 656-1311
Tuesday Pure Country iVulmiuH Rob lUilli.s will, Snuiiii Winquhsl and Halnh
Nieforih in the l.ounge 8 12 p.m. Wedm-Mlny nlKht, 8 - |3 p.ip, R Talcni Night in the Pub.
TIIK PKAIUIE INN, corner ML New ion X Koiidsiind PuM .Siiniileh Ud, 6,56-1.575
Relax b> the iiic .Utd Ikacn i,, !i,e c.iU(iiilmui.ut wluU’ playing Chess, L.iihhagc, Checkers,
lUickgmnmoiL Dntlsiu PoiU,
ELECT HIM 
LET HIM SERVE YOU 
WORK FOR YOU.
SIIINI-:V'I KAV'l';i.,0«K.L, 2286 Heacon Ave., Sidney. 656-1176 :
Fotulex Pluee cseiy kitLlay mid .Saiiuday inglii 9 - 2 a,in., dance to the iiiiisic ol iheStJ's 
featiirIng In the Lounge, Richard King, Otiiittr/Vocalist, «:()() p.m, io Midnight,
Campaign Headiiuarters 
4512 West Saanich Rd. 
Phone 479-8277
IVjrry O’GrmJy Tz/wiyey
Ha Its J. Schneider — 'Superhnemknt
l^osslngrnm '^Secretary Trcdsurer
DonUcKiimoti'-^Scijool
Rita MncC()sltant - Retired schoolteacher
Mary Kerr M/m
Harold Parrott -- Alderman, retired educator 
David Anderson Unhersitv lecturer
Ken Vance — Student ' . .
Joan Barton —/./7>mrww
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Trip to Russia
gets green Mght
The 10-day trip to Russia 
for 21 Sicily’s school 
students is on, according to 
provincial education 
minister Brian Smith and 
Saanich school board 
trustee Gerry Kristianson.
Smith said neither the 
federal nor B.C. govern­
ments will try to stop the 
students from taking part in 
a 10-day tour of the Soviet 
Union.
Smith said he had talked
with External Affairs 
Minister Flora McDonald 
and she has confirmed that 
this is a private trip — not 
an official government trip 
— and therefore the 
students will be able to go.
against the trip the firm 
would refund all except the 
original $100 deposit — 
even though not required to 
do so.
Smith also said he had 
spoken with representatives 
of the media Study Tours of 
Winnipeg, the tour 
organizers, and was told 
that if parents decided
The students have paid 
S1,200 each for the trip.
Meanwhile, Kristianson 
said the school board has 
approved the trip “subject 
to there being no 
deterioration in the in­
ternational situation.”
Over the years there have been many ^
improvements in Funeral service and it is 
wise to choose McCalVs. For dignified 
service, up-to-date facilities and long 
experience. One-level convenience, air- 





WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Resenie The Right To Limit Quantities
PRICES EFFECTIVE: FEB. 7, 8, 9 & 10, 1980
Mm
More teachers?
If Saanich school board 
changes the teacher-pupil 
ratio to conform with 
recommendations made by 
its teaching staff, at least 
five more teachers will be 
needed in district schools, 
trustees were told Monday 
night.
A report from the office 
of the director of in­
struction stated enrolment 
in district schools in 
Septeinber, 1980, was 
expecvcd to be 2,591,
elementary; 1,450 middle 
and 2,184 elementary.
Student enrolment in 
September, 1979 was 6,199.
The increase in teachers if 
the present enrolment 
figures were used would be 
1.1 but that figure would be 
increased if staffing was 
increased at secondary 
levels where there were 
problems, trustees were 
told.
In general, the report 
said, Saanich schools must:




for the gifted, offer a 
reasonable range of 
vocational electives, 
provide adequate programs 
for post-secondary 
graduation; eliminate 
further reductions in 
specialized courses and 
decrease the number of 




In eight years in Saanich school district budgets have 
increased from $4,706,390 in 1972 to $14,969,553 
estimated for 1980.
The basic mill rate has gone up from 24.70 in the 
same period to 43.5 and the total mill ra;te from 32.7 to
/;49.7.:.''
Reports considered at Monday night’s budget session 
of the school board showed the 1980 estimated bug for 
Parkland school was $1,357,468; for S_telly’,s $l ,316,976i 
and for Claremont, $1,124,876.
^ North Saanich elementary school'budget was highest ’ 
with $952,148 followed by Mount Newton with 









Schneiders Country Maple 









Whole or Shank End
79<
Pork Chops I
Rib & Centre Cut I
Loin, Mixed |
1
1 WHILE QUANTITIES LAST |
i PRODm 1
1 SNOBOY CANADA NO. 1 SNOBOY CANADA NO. 1 |
1 Brussels Green Onions or Cooking I
1 Sprouts Radishes Onions 1
AT ^bunches^^^- 10 jr
1 SNOBOY SNOBOY FLORIDA
1 Lemons Grapefruit
1 ^ 165’s Pink or White 25 lb. Bag 1
liii/oof 1 slip" $949





Upper Moll » Town Squore 

















1 TEA TIME OLD TYME SCHNEIDERS 1
1 Tea Bags Table Syrup Cheese 1
16 oz. Farmer, Colby or Brick I
$]29 6^ $15912 oz. B 1
1 HUNT'S 14 oz. BLASKO'S ROYAL CITY 14 oz. j
1 Tomatoes Large Eggs Green Beans 1
j Stewed, Whole or Crushed GRADE "A” Cut or French Style , j
2/99* $103
doz/ 1 2/89*
1 HUNT’S Bathroom Hash Brown 11 Tomato Paste Tissue Potatoes 1I ^ DELSEY 4 rolls CARNATION Bonus 5 lb, j
aivr $ii9 75V
1 HUNT’S KLEENEX OaNOR FRENCH STYLE |
iTomato Sauce Towels Green Beans 1
1 14 oz. 2 rolls «lb, ^
2/99* $109 $129
I Spaghetti or KLEENEX LONG GRAiN :|
1 Macaroni Facial Tissue Delta Rice j
1 CRFAMEnH 2 lb. ^nO’s Bonus 4 lb. 13 oz.
8r 69’ $939 1
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It’s difficult, if not impossible, to plumb 
the minds of the bureaucrats who decided to 
make the new hospital at Helmcken Road the 
one and only place where women can have 
their babies.
Come February, 1982 — date of com­
pletion — all births in the region must take 
place at the new Victoria General Hospital. 
That effectively removes obstetrics from the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital and the Royal 
Jubilee in Victoria.
Oak Bay physician Scott Wallace has taken 
up arms for his patients who would normally 
use the Jubilee and will now have to pass that 
institution — while in labor — on their way 
out to Helmcken Road.
Castigating those who made the decision, 
Wallace describes the situation as 
“regionalism gone mad.”
Nearer home, a Sidney doctor questions the 
philosophy of putting all normal pregnancies 
in a unit which is geared to high risk 
pregnancies.
Pregnancy, he reminds us, isn’t a disease.
It seems someone needs to go to bat for all 
those mothers-to-be on the Saanich Peninsula 
who, two years from now, will be forced to 
make their way to the new, huge, clean, 
shining, highly specialized obstetric unit on 
Helmcken (a 35-minute journey from Sid­
ney), when they could be having their babies 
comfortably in the small-is-beautiful Saanich 
Penirisula , Hospital; ^which ; has to ; date
Letters to the editor
No contest
After reading the correspondence about Trident 
Aircraft Ltd. which has been appearing in your 
newspaper recently, 1 cannot help feeling that it is time 
someone pointed out that the essential point of the 
situation as it now stands is being missed.
That point is surely: do we want an aircraft industry 
on the Saanich Peninsula? And surely the answer has to 
be a resounding YES.
The debate about whether Trigull itself is the right 
aircraft, although naturally important, is nevertheless 
not the sole issue. The establishment of a west coast 
aircraft manufacturing plant, with its eventual highly 
lucrative spin-offs of spare parts and other related 
byproducts, is surely the goal to be achieved.
The plant is situated near the major airport serving 
the region; it is a high technology project, bringing 
skilled workers into B.C. and providing a worthwhile 
new industry. It is not encroaching on our important 
agricultural land on the peninsula, yet it would bring an 
annual payroll of S6 million and 270 workers in the 
'.area.
To the question, “Do you want your ta.x dollars spent 
on this project?” Lwould .say that the ultimate gains to 
Vancouver Island as a whole and to the entire province . 
are hard to deny.
Seattle is ready to absorb as much of Trident’s staff
public to speak up and show its displeasure with any 
group of people that abuses a democratic process for the 
purpose of extorting public money. They should also 
show their displeasure for any political party that allows 
itself to be pressured or blackmailed by such a group. I 
strongly suggest that when polling day comes you make 
your voice heard by supporting a party that is not 
committed to public funding of the Trident project.
Roy LeDrew 
5681 Old West 
Saanich Road
Nonsensical
as are ready to go. If it’s a choice between my tax dollars 
going to the grandiose futility of B.C. Place or to 
produced ; sortie ;250 ;babies, norie of whprri^^^^^-^ what Bob Catnefon, federalNDP candidate :
seem to have suffered from the experience. = ; for Esquimalt-Saanich, has called the basis for a; hew; .
n We are by no meaiis putting down the future on the peninsula, then to me there’s no contest.
specializiatioii ahd care which the hew hospital 
will provide Such^ high level health services
In my opinion the Trident issue has been blown out of 
all proportion for purely political reasons.
A simply under-capitalized small business was 
promised millions of taxpayer’s money by the free 
spending former government whose fiscal policies has 
virtually bankrupt our nation. The other party whose 
fiscal policies practically prostituted the economy of the 
Province endorses the wasting of our money for the 
benefit of a few in this poorly conceived business 
venture.
Those whose common sense decision refused to 
support the nonsensical waste of millions of dollars of 
taxpayers money should be commended highly.
10896 Madrona Drive
■:^AppaUing-
are vital for premature births and the small 
percentage of pregnancies which run into 
trouble. There is absolutely no doubt about 
'■that.' ■'
But for most women, having a baby is a 
natural state of affairs. Despite often genuine 
efforts to make them otherwise, large high- 
powered, specialized institutions tend to be 
slightly dehumanizing, if only from the 
numbers point of view.
In contrast, this major event in a woman’s 
life lends itself to a smaller type of institution 
— like the Saanich Peninsula Hospital or the 
former, much-loved Resthaven Hospital.
At the very least, people should be able to 
choose.
The possibility of reversing the decision to 
centralize obstetrics at Helmcken seems slim 
—- unless people feel strongly enough about it 





If with Trudeau you would go 
Your future will be filled with woe 
If by Broadbent you arc led 
You will still end up in Trudeau's bed 
If for Clark yoii cast your vote 
You’ll ride a sacrificial goat,
\V. Wmldcll, 
Sidney
There can be no Canadian winners from the public 
financing of Trident. The executives and employees may 
win as individuals, but even they still lose as citizens of 
the country.
At this point in time, it would make more sense to ask 
the Israelis to invest in an Iranian oil well, than to ask 
for Canadian funding of Trident. You cannot compare 
this project with de Havilland; they use a much higher 
percentage of totally Canadian parts.
If Trigull is produced it will create as many, if not 
more jobs in the U.S, than in Canada. The propeller, 
engine, accessories and mountings, instruments, and 
radio equipment, which must make up half the 
production cost or more, all purchased from the U.S., 
already made up. A point to think about here, is the fact 
that the selling price will be affected more by the U.S.’s 
inflation rate than our own. I feel that I must also point 
out that the real profit from aircraft manufacture comes 
from the spares market aftersales, not from the sale of 
the craft itself. There are no prizes for guessing what 
goes wrong with aeroplanes — engines, radios, in­
struments, — or who gets tiie market and therefore the 
profits.
If the craft is produced and sold in great numbers, the 
chances of Canada making a profit, paper or otherwise, 
are next to nil. As far as 1 am concerned any politician 
who supports this project has a blatant disregard for the 
taxpayer, especially the lower paid. What he is saying is 
that he is prepared to squander great sums of your 
money for the sake of a few votes at the polls. If he is so 
irresponsible or ill advised now, think what he will be 
like if you make him an MP,
Trident wanted to make itself a political issue and it 
has succeeded. Consequently it is now time for the
; Is. it any wondepthatwe: question the Glark-gOver- 
nment’s decisions when the government lost confidence 
in the Trigull aircraft, Canadian aircraft which proto­
type has already set an altitude world record in its class 
and has orders for 47 planes.
This loss of confidence in Canadian enterprise, ex­
pertise and labour is appalling. The irony of it all is that 
Canada is in the market to buy aircraft. Canada has 
already lost Boeing Aircraft, the Avro Arrow along with 
the Orenda Engine Company. Is the government past 
and present not interested in the aircraft industry for 
Canadians?
Is Trigull being shot down by the government because 
of the lack of confidence in the Canadian people?
William T. Hall 




Central Saanich is going to have a new mayor and 1 
believe David Hill is the man most suited for the job.
There are many reasons that he should be the popular 
choice. One of the main and mo.st important is the fact 
that he listens to the public. If a group comes before 
council he does not regard and treat them as if they were 
a bunch of radicais. He strives to meet the desires and 
needs of the electorate, not acting on his own but 
together with the other members of council. Also he is 
litni in tlie opinion that la.xes must be controiled.
Now in hiscightlt year as alderman, he has been for 
three years a director of the regional board. He is also 
vice-chairman of the Saanich Peninsula Water Com­
mission, chairman of the Central Saanich water 
committee, chairman of the public information com­
mittee and chairman of the Central Saanich urban 
transit committee: serving our community well in all 
these positions,
We need a younger man who is in touch with the 
Conlimicd on Page 13
60 YEARS .AGO THIS WEEK:
From the Feb. 5,1920 Issue,
The following came under the heading “Warning”: 
Complaints have been sent to authorities in Victoria 
regarding cattle running at large in the Pound District of
Sidney, After this date the law regarding .same will be
strictly enfotced, F.VV. Bowcott, Poundkeeper, Sidney,
Sidney Mills Ltd, increjiscd its output by ftmt million 
board feet to 19 million feet in 1919. This is an increase 
of some 13 million board feet since the mill first opened 
in 1917,
50 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK;
From I lie Feb, 6,1930 Issue.
Two penimsula pioneers — Mrs, and Mrs. W.R,
.Arniiiitong .. 'vvcie given a fare,sell social Jointly
.sponsored by the Saanich Pioneer Society and the 
United Church, One of the largest gatherings of 
pioneers held on the peninsula wished the Armstrongs 
good luck at then new hLiiiic in New Westmmsicf,
• «*
Mr, Ak.v Mclean, owner of the fishing Shop 
’’Spendrift”, wa.% acddenta!l> drowned cuiIy Saturday 
moiiiing when the vcMc), whidt been leaking the
previous day, and luul a heavy load of scrap iron on 
deck, almost completely disappeared in 15 feet of water.
40 YEARS AGO T111S WEEK:
From the Feb. 7, 19,10 issue.
Fulford, Feb. 7 - On Wednesday morning, l,tst week, 
Gavin Reynolds age 2.1, of Fulford Harbour, an em­
ployee in A, Pednault’s logging camp, sitimted on the 
Sansbm Narrows, bud the misfortune to meet with r 
scriou,s accident While topping a tree w hich had been 
previously felled and which had beeivwas overhanging a 
bank. The butt of the tree on which he was standing 
sprang back, ihrowing Reynolds .about 20 feet in the air, 
landing on a rock on the beacl>, He was found un­
conscious byMr. Pednmilt and taken by rowboat to 
Burgoyne Bay and from tlierc w>.-is taken by car to the 
1 .ady Minto Hnspiird at nnnges where k Is reported to 
be progressing as well as can be expected,
30 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK;
From the Feb. 8,1950 Issue.
K. Stuart Waketicld and members ot his lamily 
reptoned last week that they had seen a sea monster in 
..Deep Cove..
Mr, and .Mrs, VVaketidd and their two daughters were 
staying at vhc Bciiymao home on Chaict Road, tn ihe
absence of Col, and Mrs. A. Berryman. They informed 
The Review that they were seated in the living room 
overlooking the water, when they saw what they 
believed was a partly submerged log. The “log” sud­
denly commenced to move around and sltowed itself to 
be somewhat larger than a whale and a shape more like 
tin immense snake.
20 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
From Ihe Feb, 10,1960 Rsiie,
A landmark has disappeared! The huge crane that has 
fin almost 20 years been a part of the waierfrom scenery 
at Patricia Bay has been dismantled and moved. It was 
moved to Esquimau by barge where it will be part of the 
RCN equipment on Ihe new jelly,
10 YEARS ago THIS WEEK:
From the Feb. II, 1970 Issue.
Four-year-old Leonne Hamilton, daughter of Mr, 
and Mrs. Wavne Hamilton of 1010 ri.irke Rond, 
Brentwood Bay, has been named Miss Vancouver Island 
Heart Fund for 1970. Born with a hole in her heart, 
Lcanric underwent open heart surgery on January 30, 
1969 in Vancouver. She is completely cured and able to 
pursue all tbe normal activities of childhood.
Max. Temp. (Feb. 2) 


























Brought to you through the courtesy of
hsb whyts manm
rtewand used » sail and cwwer
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthavenj
FULFORD HARBOUR 
Times Shown arc “Standard Times"
Thu. 0450 10.5 1600 5.6 2210 8.1
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792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay





Rev. Will Dobson 
652-3860 
Wardens:
A.L. Isaac 652-2138 
A.S. McNeil 652-2651
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Elk Lake
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Minister Jf.€.A. Ilnrttin 
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7180 East Soonlch Rd. 
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BRENTWOOD 
7162 West Saanich Rd. 
11:15 a.m.
Baby Fold Provided
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7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 
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Dr. Bob Harris with test tubes of grape tissue culture. Dr. Wayne Lin, displays healthy plant grown under special low pressure sodium lamp.
'^Cloning^ with grapes, cherries
By RON NORMAN
[Staff Writer]
The federal Agriculture Research Station at Saanichton 
has been a part of peninsula life for so long it has some of 
the characteristics of a member of the family — including 
being taken for granted all too often.
But some of the experiments currently underway at the 
station would raise the eyebrows of even the most placid 
resident.
There are, for instance, experiments with cloning, some 
in which flowers are exposed to x-ray radiation, others 
involving growing tomato plants in sawdust instead of in 
soil, and yet another which involves the development of a 
new ornamental flower for Canadian commercial markets.
But that’s just the beginning. The six scientists on staff at 
the station under the direction of Dr. Joe Molner have their 
fingers in a number of experimental pies.
And much of the experimental work being done at the 
station is at the forefront of the agriculture industry — 
both in Canada and abroad.
Right now, Molner says, the station is handling a high 
volume of woody plants — especially grapes from Europe.
The growth of the wine industry in B.C. and throughout 
Canada has placed more pressure on the station to test the 
different imported varieties of grapes to prepare them for 
commercial use.
One aspect of grape experimentation involves tissue 
culture work by Dr. Bob Harris. In order to ensure im­
ported grapes Stock is free from virus, tissue cultures must 
be taken and grown in the laboratory, Harris explains.
One of the sidelights of the lab work is “cloning” tissue 
culture. The tiny tissue of the imported plant is grown in 
special fertilizer in a test tube.
; : Then, after about a month, the tissue is transferred to a 
larger tube and a liquid fertilizer where it continues to grow 
, new shobtsi'
At this Stage Harris can either take the tissue and plant it, 
or take additional tissue from the new shoots and go
=• ' the’same prpcedurer-to produce eyen more tissue ; bf operatbrs in B.C.
With some grape varieties 
a tissue culture can produce 
100,000 plants in six months
culture.
“With some grape varieties you can take a tissue culture 
and produce 100,000 plants in six months,” Harris says.
Experimentation with tissue culture or — “cloning” — 
is not restricted to grapes only — but includes cherries. 
Saskatoons, ornamentals such as fuschia, etc.
Object of the lab work on tissue culture — like the object 
of most of the work at the experimental station — is to 
make such a system commercially available:
“We feel it’s important that whatever we do is needed by 
somebody,” Molner says. .
And that is just what is happening with the tissue culture 
system. Harris says two or three conimercial laboratories 
have been established in the last year and will provide 
plants from tissue culture for commercial nurseries.
In addition, grape growers from the Okanagan Valley 
and Ontario are scheduled to pay a visit to the Saanichton 
lab to study and learn the technique for use in that in­
dustry.
The grape grbwers association seems to value the work 
done at the station — it spent $12,000 to purchase three 
incubators for tissue culture experiments.
Another group that places a great deal of value on the 
Work at the agriculture station is the B.C. Greenhouse 
Growers Association.
The method of growing greenhouse tomatoes in sawdust 
instead of soil was developed completely at the Saanichton 
station and is now,; used by 100 per cent of greenhouse 
operators on Vancouver Island and about 80 to 90 per cent-
rvf nnprntnfc i R f"'
As well, the method has been picked up and transported 
overseas and is now used by growers in England, Holland 
and half-a-dozen other countries for breeding purposes.
Though the method sounds strange, it’s actually very 
simple. During the 1950s and early 1960s tomato yields in 
commercial greenhouses on Vancouver Island gradually 
declined because of soil deterioration and build-up of soil- 
borne diseases.
After some experimentation, Saanichton researchers 
found that good yields of high-quality tomatoes could be 
grown in sawdust or other soil-less media if supplied with a 
nutrient solution.
The researchers then developed a system for distributing 
the nutrient solution to the plants to minimize labour costs.
As a result, soil-less culture was readily adopted by 
greenhouse growers who now say that without it, 
greenhouses just may have gone under some time ago.
Other experiments now under way at the station include:
®A new 200-foot-by 30-foot plastic greenhouse equipped 
with infared heating, which Molner points out does not 
heat the air, but the surface of leaves and soil. It is sup­
posed to have the potential of saving as much as 40 per cent 
of heating costs in greenhouses.
•Winter vegetables such as cauliflower and cabbage are 
being studied to examine the feasibility of growing more 
here and importing less from the U.S.
“l am convinced the Saanich Peninsula and some of the 
Islands can grow winter crops,” Molner says.
•Accellerated growth of ornamentals is also under study. 
Wholesale value of the ornamental industry in B.C. is 
about $50 million — roughly equivalent to all the tree fruit 
industry in the province.
•One of the new ornamentals under experimentation is 
. the Alstromeria — a flower native to Peru and found here 
on the peninsula, but in a much smaller form.
Molner has a personal interest in this flower — he im­
ported the first of them to Ottawa two years ago from ; 
Holland and brought them west when he took the position 
at Saanichton. Right now he is working on the best growing 
' ^ technique for commercialuse. V: V J :: : : u f
Chiem Kempler, in chargeP of greenhouse 
vegetable experiments untier Dr: Bob Harris, 
places tomato plant in sawdust.
■. S.
OPINION By Ron Norman
Two news items from North Saanich council over the 
last few weeks almost slipped by without comment: the 
renewed possibility of piped water to Ardmore homes 
and Ald.-Jirn Cumming’s appointment by council to the 
Capital Regional District water commission.
Both items are newsworthy in their own right, but 
what makes them even more interesting is the story 
behind them.
You see, both items reflect a dramatic turnaround in 
the attitudes of those on council —something for which 
Mayor Eric Sherwood seems responsible, and for which 
he should be congratulated.
Take the Ardmore item — a contentious issue from 
the very advent of piped water to the peninsula. The last 
council fought tooth and nail over this issue — both in 
council chambers and through the pages of The Review. 
Though it never really surfaced as an election issue, 
Ardmore water blew up in the face of newly-elcclcd 
Mayor Sherwood even before the completion of he 
inaugural meeting.
At the meeting, Aid. Jim Cummiiig — a strong 
supporter of piped water for Ardmore — was blocked in 
his bid for a position on the peninsula water commission 
and the Capital Regional District board,
Cumming charged there was some sort of conspirasy 
to keep hint off CRD and the water coinmission.
That allegation seemed to ring true when Aid. Jay 
Rangel announced he had been approaclicd by outside 
interests headed by opponents of piped water to 
Ardmore.
Rangel said opponents suggested the municipality 
would be better off without Cumming In either of the 
two positions.
It appeared, then, that Sherwood’s council even 
with its four new members and before it Itnd a chance to 
get untrncked was to be as divided as llte Inst council 
headed by George Westwood,
That council, remember, was well known for its 
internal squabbling between the mayor and threc-and
sometimes four- aldermen.
It was a rare meeting that was completed without an 
insult or some sharp dig thrown from one side of the 
council table to the other.
It was also a major reason for Sherwood’s upset 
victory over Westwood. Sherwood had run on the 
platform that he would bring council together to work 
in harmony.
And though it may httve seemed an impossible task 
after that inaugural meeting, Sherwood has done just 
that,
He has turned council around, In.stcad of splitting 
council into two factions, Sherwood took each 
aldermen aside and had a long talk,
The result is that aldermen now vote as individuals, 
and not as a faction. Though of course there are certain 
aldermen with shared viewpoints and philosophies, they 
do not necessarily vote as a block.
It has meant a more interesting council, and a council 
that seems to work well together.
That brings us back to the two news items, A council 
that was so divided on the Ardmore water i.ssuc seems to 
have at least put a.sidc its earlier grievances and decided 
to settle the i.ssue on merit alone.
It doesn’t mean piped water for Ardmore homes is a 
certainty — lar trom it. But it does mean it will be 
discussed and debated without misconceptions and 
inisrepresenlation.
As for the Cumming appointment to the water 
commission — that should speak for it.sclf. Tlie .same 
council that blocked the alderman's earlier bid for a 
similar position, now backs him for the appointment.
It means council is obviously trying to work together, 
and it’s nice to see. It can only benefit the municipality 
and Its residents by getting the most from each member 
of couticil. '
Uric Slierwood deserves credit for the direction he has 
oflercd along of eourse witli help from the other six 
alderman,
The First Canadian Bank
Bank of Montreal
of Montreal 
2461 Bea CO n Ave.
YOUR SAY
Do you approve of the decision to put a 
singie obstetric unit at the new Victoria 
General Hospital on Helmcken Road?
YESU NOLJ 




May use your name for publication?
Yes D No a
Mali lo! The Ollor, The Sidney nevk w, 9825 Third 
Slitct,P.O.Bo*2070,V8L3.S5.
If only I knew you loved me 
1 could face the uncertainly 
of vvlicthcr 1 love you.
Show her you care 
with flowers
2328 Beacon Ave. Directly across Irom Safeway 
Order Now for Feb. 14lh Delivety
_________
WHEN ^
a MASTERCHARGE CHEQUE CASHING
SERVICE^^^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^
AT COMPETITIVE RATES^^^^^^^^^
f®:R.R.s.p.v;-^
©1st and 2nd MORTGAGES
• KNOWLEDGEABLE & PERSONABLE 
SERVICE
ON ANYTHING LESS?




MON.- THURS. 10:00 - 4:00 
FRIDAY 10:00- 6:00 
SATURDAY 10:00 - 3:00
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QUALITY
GRADE
We reserve the right to limit quantities.
Town Housg, _
32 fl .oz. (909 ntiU Bott>e g- ^^otch Treat
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Swanson's Assorted. Frozen. 









8 Oz. Jar.. 0©9ris ^ IPorIc
Mlnult M$id. Froisn.
12V» II01,1355 ml) Coiitolnsr
Hitt N' Shlna, Oranys 
Flavour. Pachaya ol
Skyl»tk Pouio, Pl»ln 
or Stiamt. Ptek$g» of tJ ■ 
•50% Whole Wtiaai 
ui'lluiiai & Egy
Skyktk 24 or. (650 g) Loal
3.2 or. Pouchai (402 g| HaOd
99®
_ Ih
l§ncl» Spaghttlil. Raody Cut MacatonI,
RigllonI Of Rolinl Spring* ..................
95®
*1.19 Tea Bags
Ubby't. 28 II. or. 12% mL| Tint
Conloibuiy. Orange Pehoo and 
Paltoe, Package ol I20’i,,. .
CdICO fVliXOS -*
.15 orBoktk While or 100% ^ (454 g)
Aiaoflad, 13 01, (368 g) Package Ati r v\/i cic -'®'Air Fioihaner: Package ol 2'i,





Wholi) oai. froran.iJiioavaa 11.49 
$1,>..... I V
Choose F(




1 (b, (454 g) Package .  .................... ........... . ,
BLACK MAGIC
Rownlree. 1 lb (454 g| Package..........................
TURTLES
Smllea A Chuckle*.
14 III (397 g| Package......................... ..
WEEKEND MIX
Rownireu, 1 lb, (454 g) Package........................
MARASCHINO
riJCDDIITCvnC.l\itlllO 300 R. Package •
*3.69




'2 lb, (907 u) Singles Pnckiigo 

















Beef or Irish. 24 oz. (600 g) Tin .................... ..
CQ wiiWB LUriiiiij^ Bakoasyor
Burns Pastry Lard 1 lb. (454 g.] Package.
s. KQ Wieners & Beans





Assorted. 3 oz. (85 g) Package • «#•••••#
Taipan Noodles
Chow Mein or Tfllnnn
S,.« r,i.. J., 29 y^Qig „
14 nr. (197 ij| Pkg, 1

































Scotch Buy. Fiozen. 
2 lb. (907 g) Pkg. . 95'
ScofcA flu)< Frozen.
Cut. 2 lb. (907 g| Pkg.
Scotch Buy. Mixed. 
Frozen. 2 lb. (907 g| Pkg.
Scotch Buy Frozen.
2 lb. (907 g)Pkg. ...
Scotch Buy.












24 FI. Oz.[680 g.] Tin.. . ^
*2.99
Scotch Buy. All 
Purpose. 1 lb. 
(454 g) Pkg. ..
lor Soled. ScoIcA 







10 oz. (283 g) Jar.
Toivn House. From Con. —
Nat. or Unsweetened. >^1
a 48 (I. oz. (1.3S L) Tin .
Beef Short Ribs
Thick Cut. Bone-In. ($3.28 kg) lb. .
Mini Cheese
Snackery. Fresh. 300 g Package ............
Sliced Side Bacoii


















ScotcA Bttu Vacuum Packed. 
12 fl.oz. (341 ml) Tin ......
Fraser Va/e. Frozen. 24 oz. (680 g) Package .......... ........ ..........
Deluxe Pizza





14 fl. oz. (398 mU Tin
Scotch Buy.
14 fl. oz. (398 ml) Tin
44' Spaghetti 
39' Jelly Powders 
37' Dog Food
Taste Tells.
14 fl. oz. (398 ml) Tin. .
Empress. 
Assorted 
3 oz. (85 g| Pkg.
Roysl Pooch.
Tasty Nuggets. 10 kg bag
Town House. Long Grain. ^ § T’HS tfSt
(2.27 kgl 5 (b. Bag ...... iOisriCii §
Truly Fine.










































B.C. Grown. Canada No. 2 Grade. B.C. Grown. California Grown. Size 48's large







G,£. Econo Lite. xj*
60 or 100 Wott, Package of 4 bulbs . ........*1.29
Cookie Sheet
Ekeo. lO’/a X 15% (26 K 39 cm) M10 DL ,. i1.49
Galaxy 9 oz. (255 g.) or 11 oz. [311 g] Size
for
' Clip Tbft. 
CnlKornln Grown. (FiSc kg)........... 2,hJ9'
Washington (3r kg)
Peppers
2 ibs.29 Prints from Slides
Yellow Hot or Anaheim 
Mexican Grown. ($2., IQ kg) ............. ............................... ,,,,,,,, lb. 99' 6 inch (15 cm) Pot
m ' Avnilnblo from nil slidns 
^ o>«co|)t "110" siio.
® 'Prints in bordorloss
if silk finish. Ench
Jewel Yams
Colifornla, No. 1 Grade (OFrc kg)   ............... It). 39' .fulco.High Country, Coarse. 64 (I, a*. (1.8 L) BoHia .............................*1.99
H Film Dovolo|iinn and Printiny
® 12 ar,!”.... .*3.47 20 te,„..„..*4.99
9 0/1 $K tlli •iSS SO CIC
£rT Roll %f»05f uO ROlltfMflSM....IMf/tltlMj
O • # # m 9 « • » 9 9# 999
and a little bit more
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652-3143 7105 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
Frank Waring is the only 
Central Saanich alderman 
to have filed his nomination 
papers for the mayor’s seat 
in the March 15 election but 
Dave Hill has announced 
his intention to run for that 
post also.
For the two aldermanic 
seats vacated by Hill and 
Waring, four people have 
announced their intention 
to run. Ruth Arnaud, Lea 
King, Ray Lamont and Ed 
Gait have said they will seek 
seats but none have filed 
papers, says municipal clerk 
Fred Durrand.
The two aldermanic seats 
are for varying terms; one 
terminates Nov. 1 and the 
other runs a full year 
longer.
Feb. 25 is the date by 
which nomination papers 
must be filed.
Parklands student
is top alto sax player
A 17-year-old Parklands secondary school student 
has been selected the top alto sax player in B.C. high 
schools.
Wendell Clanton was chosen first alto in the B.C. 
high school honour band following an audition by a 
committee of B.C. music educators.
Clanton’s music instructor at Parklands, Bill 
Brennan, said the selection is one of the most 
prestigious awards for a high school musician in B.C.
“There are at least 5,000 alto sax players in B.C. 
schools,’’ added Brennan, “and that’s a very con­
servative estimate.’’
Brennan said Clanton has also been honoured at the 
New Westminster Jazz Fe.stival, “and has been an 
outstanding instrumentalist around here for the last
seven years.”
Clanton will now join 49 other musicians — the top 
with their particular instrument — at the B.C. Music 
Educators’ Conference Feb. 15 in Vancouver and 
Burnaby.
The B.C. honour band will be the “show” band at 
the conference and the 50 student musicians will work 
with a top international musician.
Brennan said many “scouts” from university music 
departments across North America will be attending 
he conference to look over the top 50 students, and 
offer them scholarships — “something like it is in 
sports”.











(Remember our Valentine’s Contest closes Feb. 13th)
BRENTWOOD CANDY MAN
2446 Beacon, Sidney - Brentwood Village Square
Central Saanich council 
got an ear-full Monday 
night when Jim Gillespie, 
6336 Central Saanich Road, 
took them to task on the 
matter of a subdivision of 
local farmland.
“I can’t see council 
endorsing anything that is 
just going to be for the gain 
of one individual,” said 
Gillespie. “It is absolutely 
going to ruin the property 
I’m on, I have a vested 
interest here.”
Gillespie has lived for 
some years in a trailer on 
the Poison’s pit property of 
20 acres. This property was 
excavated for gravel 20 
years ago.
Gillespie was taking 
exception Monday to 
subdivision of the 25-acre 
Herman farm which lies at 
the corner of Oldfield and 
Bear Hill. The farm has had 
subdivision approved by the 
land commission into two 
parcels of 10 and 15 acres 
each.
The approval was 
granted, however, with the 
restriction that a “dwelling 
may not be placed or 
constructed on this parcel 
ofland.”
Municipal l clerk Fred 
Durrand ’ said in an jn- 
:terviewr;f olid wing the 
meeting, that Gillespie is a 
bit “mixed up.” '
“We have a minimum 10- 
acre lot size in this area and
this division meets all the 
requirements of our very 
stringent by-laws.”
He pointed out the 
subdivision is less than it 
sounds since, technically, it 
is only “breaking up of the 
farm into two farm par­
cels.” He stressed there will 
be no buildings on the 
subdivided land and in 
essence it will be un­
changed.
Gillespie also criticized 
the fact that because the 
land is to be subdivided a 
66-foot road allowance 
must be dedicated to the 
municipality.
“I am concerned because 
the purchaser claims he 
wants to grow raspberries 
— with a 66-foot wide road 
they have got to be big 
berries.
“An acre and a half will 
be lost to this right-of-way 
which will just become a 
highw'ay.
“We have here one of the 
nicest rural living areas and 
if we don’t watch it, it will 
become another lack-top 
jungle like Gordon Head.
“Every developer will 
jump in here ready to cut up 
farm land using the old 
raspberry scheme,” he 
claimed.; ; “This is a 
speculators'japproach, to the 
situation;” ^
, Mrs. : Ruth ^ Schulz, 
speaking to council on 
behalf of her husband and
herself, said Gillespie had 
many of his facts wrong.
Erich Schultz is an 
engineering technician with 
the provincial agriculture 
department who has farmed 
their property at 5939 Bear 
Hill for five years, she said. 
At present, they are far­
ming an orchard and 
raspberries.
“I question your 
credibility, Mr. Gillespie. 
You’ve got many of your 
facts wrong and have 
stirred up a hornets nest. 
This whole thing seems to 
have been made com­
plicated by one man.”
Mrs. Schultz added she 
and her husband objected 
to the need for dedicating 
the large road allowance 
along with other residents.
In a letter to council 
W.G. Ryder, 6013 Bear 
Hill, stated that widening of 
the road would destroy a 
small pond and “take 
productive land out of the 
Agricultural Land 
Reserve.”
J.M. Myer, 5196 Bear 
Hill, said the widening 
would increase chance of 
accidents since cars would 
speed up on the bend in the 
road while Pat and Len 
Demeaere, 2080 Bear Hill 
opposed^ the ‘dedication on 
the grounds that “the 
beauty of our country lanes 
should not be marred by 
tree removal.”
H.W. Swift, 6011 Bear 
Hill, said the proposed 
changes “will degrade a 
unique area on the 
Peninsula.”
“Personally, I would go 
along with not widening the 
road,” said Aid. Dave Hill.
But Aid. Earl Tabor 
argued that “What Aid. 
Hill is forgetting is that if 
we don’t take this land now 
we lose it forever.”
“We have a great many 
good citizens leaping to 
rather large conclusions 
here,” said Aid. Dick 
Sharpe.
“Just having a road 
dedicated doesn’t 
necessarily mean the 
development of a large 
road. There is no com­
pulsion of the part of the 
municipality unless citizens 
come and demand 
development of a full road.
“It is highly unlikely that 
it will ever be developed and 
there is no real cause for 
alarm. We would be held 
responsible by the taxpayers 
in the future if we did not 
pick up the land now.”
But Hill argued that if it 
is a public right-of-way then 
horses and people would 
walk through and “in some 
way be a hazard to the 
'/'farmer.”';
Council referred the 
matter to committee for 
further discussion.
rotest
A public hearing on 
zoning bylaws drew a crowd 
to Sidney council chambers 
Monday night, some of 
them to protest a zoning 
change from institutional to 
commercial to convert a 
building on 1st Street for 
office use.
Doug Couch, 2475 
Beacon, , told council there 
was a “vast amount” of 
vacant office space already 
and spot zoning could only 
cause further hardship on 
already unoccupied 
buildings.
One of Sidney’s fondest 
residents, an early farmer 
along with her husband on 
Galiano Island, and one of 
the first white women to 
home-stead in the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, died Jan. 
18.
Emma Thornley, wife of 
Frank A Thornley of
Saanichton, died after a 
short stay in hospital last 
fall — it was the first time 
she had been in a hospital in 
the 93 years she lived.
Emma Thornley, 
youngest of 10 children, 
was born in Lancashire, 
England, and was courted 
by Frank who had already 
come to Canada and found 
work in Calgary. Frank 
returned to England where 
they married, and after the 
birth of their daughter 
Mary came here to live in 
1911.
He worked in Victoria 
and then took the family to 
Galiano where they farmed 
according to their daughter 
Winnifred Gardner, who 
was born on the island. 
They travelled to the Queen 
Charlottes but health 
problems forced Frank to 
move south to California 
and he took the family with 
him. Another daughter, 
Emily, was born there and 
at about the same time the 
family lived through the 
Santa Barbara earthquake, 
says Mrs. Gardner.
The family endured great 
hardships including the 
death of another daughter, 
Doris, but Frank and 
Emma enjoyed 73 years of 
marriage and lived in 
Sidney after settling here in 
1926.
Frank has been a regular 
contributor to the Sidney 
Review's letters to the 
editor as long as it has been 
published. He is the paper’s 
longest correspondent, his 
first letters dating back to 
his family’s Galiano far­
ming days.
He said council should 
take that fact into con­
sideration and possibly 
decide what a proper 
amount of vacant space 
should be.
Another protestor said he 
lived on adjacent property 
and rezoning would devalue 
his property.
“Seeing /as we have all; 
these empty/ spaces, / why 
should we have more?” he
.'said./-/'
Mayor Norma Sealey 
pointed out it was not 
within council’s jurisdiction 
to control the marketplace 
— it’s not within our power 
to make that decision, she 
said. And that’s what 
council is being asked to do 
when it’s suggested we look 
at the vacancy rate and 
make a decision, she said.
Mr. and Mrs. A.F. 
Critchison, 9725-lst Street,
also objecting to the 
rezoning, said parking was 
a problem and traffic a 
major difficulty in the area. 
It was heavy during the 
summer from Anacortes 
ferry traffic and with the 
possible development of a 
breakwater, traffic would 
increase even further.
As well, trailers with 
boats block off driveways 
on 1st Street and create a 
hazard for children, 
Critchison said.
Mrs. Critchison said th« 
main concern of residents 
was that: commercial C 
zoning was a “wide open” 
category — the space could 
be filled by a retail store or 
even entertainment, she 
said.
Michael Pancel, 9717 — 
1st Street, was concerned, 
he told council, because he 
had two small children and 
“if it becomes commercial” 
and traffic/ increased / he 
would be “scared to death” 
to let his children out. “I’m 
dead against it,” he said. '
There were more ob­
jections to another zoning 
bylaw which would change 
property commercial to 
automobile service station 
zoning on 1st Street and 
Bevan.
Pancel said the service 
station would increae 
traffic and complained that 
even now “kids were 




THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT 
OF CENTRAL SAANICH
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BEACON PLAZA MALL, SIDNEY
NOTICE OF ELECTION
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the Electors of the Municipality of 
Central Saanich that 1 require the presence of the .said electors at the 
Municipal Hall on the 25th day of February, 1980, at the hour of ten o’clock 
in the forenoon, for the purpose of nominating persons to represent them as:-
MAYOR — balance of 2 year term — terminating 1980.
one to be elected — balance of 2. year term terminatingAI.DERM AN 
1980.
The days of a person with a PhD driving a taxi are 
long gone — at least in certain disciplines.
Dr. Joe Molner of the federal Agriculture Research 
Station at Saanichton says he is having difficulty filling 
a job opening for a person trained in vegetable 
physiology,
Molner points out he is not the only one having 
trouble. The University of B,C, recentiy had to go 
outside Canada to find a qualified person for a position 
in its agriculture department, while the agriculture 
dcp.mimem at Brooks, Alberta hired a PhD from 
Pakistan because qualified Canadiitns were just not 
available,
Molner says the problem stems from the over­
abundance of PhD trained people a few years ago. At 
that time PhD-trained persons found the job market 
light and anyone thinking of advancing to PhD level 
was discouraged,
Now, n few ycar.s later, the situation has turned ' 
around, “In certain discipline.s it is almost impossible to 
find a PhD,” said Molner.
ALDERMAN
1981.
one to be elected — balance of 2 year term terminating
The mode of nomination of candidates shall be as follows: Candidates shall 
be nominated in writing by two duly qualified electors of the Municipality, 
The nomination paper shall be delivered to the Returning Officer at any time 
between the date of this Notice and noon of the day of nomination, The 
nomination paper may be in the form prescribed in the Municipal Act, and 
shall state the name, residence, and occupation of the person nominated in 
such manner a.s to sufficiently identify such candidate, The nomination paper 
shall be subscribed lo by the Candidate. In the event of a poll being necessary, 
such poll will be opened at the Municipal Hall, 1903 Mt, Newton Cross Road; 
Brentwood Elementary School, 7085 Wallace Drive; and Keating Elementary 
School, bS-tJ Central Saanich Road between the hours of 8:00 o’clock in the 
forenoon and 8:00 o’clock in the afternoon on Saturday March 15th 1980. An 
advance poll will he opened in the Municipal Hall between the hours of 8:00 
o'clock in the forenoon and 6:00 o’clock in the afternoon on March 13 and 
March 14, 1980 re.speciively, of which every person is hereby required to take 




GIVEN UN/3PP. MY HAND 
at Saanichton, n,C. this 
29ihDayof January, 1980.






2280 Boacon Avo. 656-1176
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4H lead bottle drive
('cntral Saanich 4-H conducting a bottle drive wishing for bottles to be
I’oulirv Club with picked up outside these
■ to Curtcis Point area, and areas- are asked lo call 656-
nieinbcrs rrom Royal Oak in the Brentwood — 6030, 652-2356, or 479-
lo l.andscnd, will be F’rospect Lake area. People 3972.
The effects of the 
shutdown of Trident 
Aircraft Ltd. are being felt 
not only on the peninsula, 
but, in one case, as far away 
as Ontario.
The president of a small 
Ontario aircraft supply firm 
says his business is in “dire 
financial straits” because 
its working capital has been 
absorbed by the Trident 
manufacturing plant.
R.S. Summerfeldi made 
the disclosure in a letter to 
Minister of Small Business 
Ron Huntington dated Jan. 
24.
Summerfeldt — president 
of Project Recruiting 
Group of Willowdale, 
Ontario — wrote that 
Trident owes his company 
$46,000, about 90 per cent 
of which consists of wages 
and benefits to the staff.
“Unfortunately, with 
Trident not receiving
federal funds supposedly 
promised, it has been 
forced to cease operations. 
This action has absorbed 
the working capital of 
Project Recruiting Group,” 
wrote Summerfeldt.
Summerfeldt blasts the 
federal government and 
Huntington in particular 
for lack of support for 
Trident.
“I am not impressed,” 
writes Summerfeldt. “For 
an individual representing 
small business, 1 believe you 
are an irresponsible per­
son.”
Summerfeldt also points 
out in the letter that he has 
been involved for 19 years 
in the aircraft industry in 
Canada, the U.S., Ger­
many, England, and South 
Africa.
“The resources required, 
including a very positive 
attitude to build
momentum, to carry a 
project to fruition, arc 
tremendous,’’ writes 
Summerfeldt.
He adds, “Trident has a 
facility that can generate 
income for Canada other 
than through the 
production of the Trigull.” 
He points to subcontract 
work Trident would have 
access to if a manufacturing 
plant is c.stablishcd.
“With the N.F.A. 




personnel with a facility 
able to take on assembly 
and tooling work.”
Summerfeldt closes by 
advising Huntington “We 
are taking every cour.se 
available to us to defeat the 
Conservative Party... 
Oddly enough, I was a 
staunch P.C. .supporter.”
Valentine's Day ... with love
Specials on
Selected Diamond Rings, Earrings, Pendants 
Sterling Silver Chains, Bracelets, Charms 
Assorted Giftware
Christine Laurent Jewellers
"When Yon Rcnllu Care"
2432 Beacon Ave. Siiiiiei/
Mayor Norma Sealey pulls out winning ticket for Kiwanis 12-ounce 
gold bar Wednesday at Sidney Bank of Commerce. Big winner was 
Doug Lang, 2673 Cambridge St., Vancouver. Lang purchased his 
ticket in Sidney while playing at one of the local nightspots, and was 
a very worthy winner, said Kiwanis Vice-president Dave McDonald.
‘We’re surprised’ 
you’re
A request by the third 
person charged in the June 
19 break-in. at Fay’s 
Brentwood Dry Cleaners to 
be sent awayJfor a cure to 
his heroin addiction was 
: turned down by two Vic­
toria County court judges 
dast.'week.
John James Pilatzke, 33, 
had jpleaded guilty- to-three ’■ 
criminal : charges arising 
from two different in­
cidents last year.
He was sentenced to two 
years less a day on two 
charges, and to nine months 
on the third — all to be 
served concurrently in a 
provincial jail.
Sentence by Judge E.J.C. 
Stewart on a charge of 
possessing a housebreaking 
tool —- a crowbar — in 
Esquimau Feb. 24 was 
deferred until Judge 
M.L.T. Drake passed 
sentence on charges of 
breaking and entering and 
possessing a steel file for the
purpose of assault at Fay’s 
Dry Cleaners.
Stewart agreed with 
Drake’s understanding of 
the law that there was no 
provision for persons to be 
sent to Brannen Lake 
treatment centre under the 
Heroin Treatment Act. He 
imposed two years less a
But Drake said the ac­
cused might benefit by such 
treatment if the prison 
authorities judge him to be 
suitable for temporary 
release.
Stewart said he had no 
choice in the suspension of 
sentence as suggested by 
defence counsel Derek 
Brindle, in view of Drake’s 
findings, and he fixed 
sentence at nine months, to 
be served with the two-year 
sentence.
Pilatzke told Derek he 
wanted to stop using drugs 
and had tried the 
methadone treatment of-
B.C. Drug and Alcohol 
Foundation, which did not 
work.
Since then, Pilatzke said 
he had served lime in prison 
and had come to realize “it 
was time to take charge of 
my-life.;'s-
“It wasn’t easy for me to 
admit I had some kind of 
psychological ■ malfunction , 
or disorder, but once ;1 
realized it I decided to seek 
:-help.”,
Unless he gets treatment 
to .stop him from using 
drugs, “1 don’t think I have 
much future,” Pilatzke told 
Drake.
The on-going battle 
between Trident employees 
and federal small business 
minister Ron Fluntington 
escalated during a news 
conference last week in 
which the two sides engaged 
in a shouting match.
Huntington was in 
Victoria to reconfirm his 
government’s decision not 
to fund the ailing Trident 
.Aircraft Ltd. He told the 
new's conference that 
Trident was unable to 
assure the government that 
it could survive. “We’re 
assuming failure,” he said.
But no sooner had 
Huntington started into his 
statement than " Derek 
Young, a former Trident 
employee,-tore into himr - ■
A shouting match quickly 
followed and was stopped 
only after reporters told 
Young he had no busi ness 
interrupting a press con­
ference.
Meanwhile, Trident’s 
chief executive officer Jerry
Vaverek and Huntington 
found they couldn’t get 
along any belter.
Vaverek, who was sitting 
next to the minister, said at 
one point that he would like 
to make a few comments 
“to get a little closer to the 
truth”.
When Huntington 
quickly responded that he 
resented the remark, 
Vaverek patted the minister 
on the knee and said he 
hadn’t meant any offence.
Huntington blew up. 
“Don’t tap my knee and 
call me a liar,” he said.
After the news : con­
ference got on track once 
again, Huntington said 
Trident was just too large a 
risk to?''justify further 
’ -federal fiirandngt ' ' - • '
He said studies had 
shown that Trident needed 
$ 14 million to keep it 
going, but that there was no 
chance of the company 
repaying any loans.
Trident’s sole support 
came from Newell
Morrison of the B.C. 
Development Commission,, 
who told Huntington he 
had not been surprised by 
the need for further fun­
ding.
“We knew all along that 
more money would be 
needed to get the company 
off the ground, and we’re 
surprised that it came as a 
surprise to you,” Morrison 
responded.
Huntington reiterated’ 
that the government ju.st 
couldn’t keep writing 
cheques for shaky en­
terprises. •
If people thought he was 
wrong for the job, then he 
was prepared to accept that, 
said Huntington, but nq 
amount of political pressure 
' wouldmake him change'hi^>- 
mind.-;-':-'''':'’'v:
0. TO. <1. IZeMtaU AU.




SUPER MINI AO M
XL 12 16” ST BAR, List‘299.95
Enter our FREE 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
DRAW on a HOMELITE 
XL CHAINSAW
-JT:bar.t/:VC:
To qualify you must bring a copy of 










THE LAST MINUTE RUSH.
COMB IN NOW TO
Seaboard Properties Ltd
The only Agent between Royal Oak and Sidney
North Snunicli residt'nls 
who have always wanlcd to 
chip in their two bits at a 
coimcii meeting, hut have 
never quite had tlie chance, 
have now.
Norili .Saanich council 
lias auihori/ed a 2()-mimitc 
public question period prior 
to each regular council 
meeting.
However, there arc some 
grmiml rules. Questioners 
must be Nortli ,Siuinlclu 
residents or non-resident 
property owners, and give 
tlieir name and address 
before the tiuesiion.
Questions must be related 
to mtmicipal matters or 
community concerns, and 
muiil not be on topics that 
could normally be dealt
Esperanto
with by the municipal staff 
as a matter of routine,
Questions should also be 
brief and to the point, and 
tliere will be no debate with 
individual members of 
council.
Finally, no commitments 
will be made by council 
members in reply to a 
question, and any question 
t hat' requires action will be 
referred to a fuliire council 
mectitig.
SPEGAL EXTENDED HOURS:
8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m,
AAON. to FRl.
(1^1). 18th to 29th)
SATURDAYS
(Feb. 23rd and March Ist)
7173 WEST SAANICH RD.
HRIINTWOODIIAY 652-1141
spoken
The regular monthly 
business meeting of tbe 
Victoria Esperamo Club, 
will be held iu the club 
room at 840 l-ort Street on 
I'cb, l.t at 2 p.m, All 
members arc urged to 
attend,
Eaeb Wednesdav teveept 
for btisinc.ss meetings) club 
members meet In the club 
room, between the 1:30 atub 
4 p.m. to engage in in­
formal discussions, using 
the Iriternational larignage, 
Fsperanio,
^^WARNINGi
PROTECT YOUR FAMILY FROM 
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING!
Carbon monoxide poi.soning is a very real hazard in many homos throughout 
British Columbia. This odorless, invioiblo killor is produced when combustion 
takes place without a proper supply of air, With tho rocont drivo to consorve hoot 
and onorgy, many homos have boon made much moro air-tight, and with tho 
combination of a burning firopinco, a gas-burning furnneo and tho normal 
complimont of appliancos and exhaust fans in oporalion, a polontlnily lofhnl 
situation can occur. Gas furnaces normally havo thoirown air supply, howovor, it 
Is otion not of sufficionf size lo .stjpply Iho additional air domands of fireplaces 
and exhaust fans. A firoplaco should have its own air supply duct or a window 
should jDo oponod in tho room whoro a firoplaco is being used, Don't lako 
chancaS"™lonrn about Iho hazards of carbon rnonoxido ... havo a qualifiod 
honting oyport chock your homo for its air supply needs,
If furthor Information is required contact your local Gas Safety Inspoclor.
Send BOB CAMERON fo Ottawa to
•STOP TANKER TRAFFIC ON OUR COAST
•HELP SAAALL MANUFACTURERS TO 
CREATE LOCAL JOBS
•GIVE THE ARMED FORCES THE NECESSARY 
PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT FOR^^^ 
EFFECTIVE AIR/SEA RESCUE
•/AAMEDIATELY RAISE Alt OLD AGE 
PENSIONS *40.00 PER MONTH ^ 
•RE-ESTABLISH A CANADIAN MERCHANT 
MARINE TO CARRY OUR EXPORTS





Gas Safety Branch 





'^:' ■. '■ Cuilipaign Of/keS' ,
" "' ' ■ Sidney, 231* llencnn Ave.,656*1721 ■■
k'A*‘V,'' 'iCiSm ■ . ■ Sunnicli, 44«« Weil Snitnlch Wd., 1.17-2291
■ ICsquImalt, *02 EiquIinillHd., 3*2-1321."
Autlmrirctl by tlie Official Agent tor Bob Cumcrori, 1066 Chcslcrfliild,





^ ^>^2558 BEVAN AVE., Sidney 
For reservations 656-‘4840.
' ' ' V
Specializing
SEAFOOD & STEAKS
Winners or losers? 
It's hard to tell from 
the expressions on 
these Peninsula Eagles 
players as they leave 
the ice Saturday after­
noon at George 
Pearkes Arena follow­
ing a Bantam “R ” Rep 
match against Saanich 
Braves. They were, by 





Clam Chowder Salad Bar
Beefsteak & Oyster Pie
Fresh Vegetable — Parsleyed Potato 
Blueberry Cheesecake
'9.95
Friday Crab Night Special
With Salad Bar '8^
Salad Bar included in All Dinners
—FULLY LICENCED—
Open from 5:00 p.m. Daily
(closed Tuesdays)
Peninsula Eagles took 
tentative possession of first 
place in the Bantam Rep ‘B’ 
league Saturday with a 6-3 
victory over Saanich 
Braves.
The Peninsula squad 
opened the scoring at the 
midpoint of the first period 
when Greg Spicer slipped 
the puck behind Saanich
goaltender, Keith Robson, 
and built their lead to two 
goals at the three-minute 
mark, when Scott 
Farquarhson scored, 
assisted by Spicer and Peter 
Heywood.
Saanich scored with 37 
seconds remaining in the 
first period to narrow the 
Peninsula lead, but at the
mid-point of the second 
period, Farquarhson scored 
again, assisted this time by 
Danny Girard and 
Heywood.
The Eagles scored again 
at the four-minute mark of 
the second period, courtesy 
of Jeff Shaw, who waltzed 
in on the Saanich net and 
found the mark, unassisted.
ANNOUNCEMENT
THE PEACOCK RESTAURANT 
will be CLOSED
FEB. 4th to 14fh
foriRedecoratirig and Staff Holidays. 





It dbesn’t pay to taunt 
your dppsoition when "you 
hold; a slim 4-2 ; lead, -asl: 
Hotel Sidney goaltender 
Dave Glayton found out 
during a :!match against 
Sidney Freight Jan. 28.
ers
LADIES, Come and see our New 
CRISTINA and MELONARRI SHOES. 
AAany Specials on our 
Fall Shoes and Boots.
dZ405jBcncon Ave.
Upper Mall, Town Square
656-7331
.liiiptllpp....
; Clayton was reasonably 
convinced of victory, says a 
Sidney Freight spokesman 
but angered Freight players 
with his taunting. In turn. 
Freight pumped three goals 
into the Hotel nets during 
the final period of the 
game, and left the ice with a 
5-4 victory.
The first period had 
ended 2-1 in favour of 
Freight due to goals by 
Brooks and Lewis. The 
Hotel goal was scored by 
Mike Boyd. In the second 
period, however, Fabro, 
McColl and Riindle each 
netted a single to give the 
Hawks a surprising lead, 
Freight blanked the 
SenHawks in the third 
period, and Rob Smith 
opened their .scoring rally at 
7:05. Avie Stubbington
6:48 and 6:18.. Shumka and : 
Brooks' were given assists';; 
on the final goal.
Sidney Freight vyill piay 
the Victoria Athletic 
Oldtimers Feb. 9 at 
Panorama, and the game 
, will be under oldtimer rules. 
The two met last year and 
the ame resulted in a draw, 
5-5./
A Freight spokesman 
says the team intends to 
utilize the game for practice 
of skating and attack skills, 
especially passing skills. 
Freight is short two for­
wards, Alvin Miller and 
Bray, who are both in 
Wainright, Alberta.
In the other senior men’s 
game last week, Travelodge 
trounced the hapless 
Texaco Skychief's 11-0 as 
Dale Tweedhope netted 
three goals for the hat-trick. 
Bent ham was not far 
behind with two goals of his 
own, and Ken Poskitt 
counted four a.ssists for the 
evenings enjoyment.
We have the 1980
Valentines 
Day Plate
and much more 
2474 Beacon Ave,, Sidney 
COMB a BROWSB 656-3232
All but four of; the 14 
scheduled games were 
cancelled due to poor 
weather last weekend. 
Division 4 Cougars took on 
the weather and Cordova 
Bay Tigers recording a 5-0 
victory. Division 7 Eagles 
did likewise, (because their 
opposition had travelled 
from Duncan to play) 
although the local squad 
was even less of a host, 
dealing the Knights of 
Columbus a 9-0 defeat.
Peninsula Warriors 
picked up the third 
peninsula shut-out of the 
day with a 3-0 victory over 
the Bays/United Barbarians 
in the Division 7 e.xhibition 
match, and in the fourth 
game, also a shut-out. 
Division 8 Peninsula 
Kickers produced a 6-0 
victory over the .luan dc 
Fuca Hampton Hirstlers. , 
Ne.xt weekend, the 
Cougars will meet Juan de 
Fuca Domans and the 
Thunderbirds will take on 
Prospect Lake Copley 
Brotliers in Division 4 piny, 
while Division 5 Dolphins 
will face the 
Cnnadians.
In Division 6, Hornets 
will play the Prospect Lake 
A.A, Transmission squad 
and tlie Cobras will be idle 
due to a bye in Ihe schedule, 
Division 7 Ragles will 
play an exhibition itiatch 
against the Prospect Lake 
Oldfield Service team but It 
it* unknown vvlieiher the 
Warriors will be playing, or 
whether any of Ihe Division 
8 teams have exhibition 
competition,
Division 9 Sliarks will 
meet the Lansdownc 
Evening Optimist Rangers 
and tlie Panthers will face 
the Cordova Bay Ravens. 
Peninsula Whiiecaps will 
face the Rowdies in another 
Division 9 match,
Shaw scored again, 
unassisted, at the 7-minute 
mark of the third period 
and Mike Howell gave the 
Eagles a 6-2 lead at scoring 
at 5:22, assisted by Shaw 
and Terry Mitchell.
Penalties were the bane 
of the local squad during 
the match, and cost them a 
goal in the final minutes 
while they were short- 
handed. Jim Lomax scored 
at the 4-minute mark of the 
third period for Saanich, 
and Wayne Gardler beat 
Eagles Brad Post at 2:21 for 
the final goal of the game.
Post played well between 
the pipes for the Eagles but 
only; faced 16 shots as 
opposed to the 31 fired at 
Saanich’s Keith Robson.
Later that same day, the ;' 
Penirisiuia;squad'played''an*' 
exhibition; game : at Lake 
CowichanV against /the 
Duncan I. W. A., loosing
not only the game, but one 
of their players as well.
The 6-5 defeat is 
negligible compared to the 
loss of Mike Howell, who 
suffered a broken leg 
during the match when he 
slid into the boards. Coach 
Jim Dowd says Howell will 
be off for six weeks, but 
will keep in shape with 
weight-training techniques, 
in order to be ready for the 
team’s trip to Calgary 
during the Easter break.
■ game at Lake Cowichan, 
the Eagles jumped to an 
early three-goal lead in the 
first period, and blanked 
the Duncan I.W.A. The 
second period however, was 
the reverse, and Duncan 
scored four goals to take 
the lead, which was never 
relinquished.
The Eagles may find it 
di fficult to come up with a ‘ 
victory against ;Saanich 
when they meet this week 
during league play, since 
they are missing not only 
Howell, but - Blair Philp, 
■who received, a game 
iusperisicuL/ following / a 
rhisconduct penalty, during 
the Saanich game Saturday .
During the exhibition
Both teams scored twice 
in the third period, but the 
Eagles simply ran out of 
time and energy. Coach Jim 
Dowd says they appeared 
flat and he suspected they 
were tired following; the 
Saanich game earlier in the 
■'day.-';'
Rick Puckett scored twice 
during the match while 
Farquarhson, Shaw; and, 
John Frame each tallirf a;
' Single. Assists vVere given to 
Murray,; Howell, Shaw; 
Heyvvood, Puckett, and 
Townley.
Skip, Cathy Patterson and third, Linda Scaher, discuss options for 
Cathy's ne.Kt shot during Meadow's Spiel.
De:5iqMe.it /C5UIUD&&
& I ew t,Y ,
!■!
rii;.3'Dc.wTi4l. DtSKTH/pKAnrue;
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interested in continuing 
girl's solTball, nre invited to 
« meeting nt Pnnoratna 
Leisure Centre, Feb. 7 nt 8 
p.m,, in the upstairs
lounge,
Wanted arc those willing
to become involved in 
coaching, executive, or 
sponsorinK aeiivltles. If 
there is no rc.sponsc ihcrc_ 
will be no orgnbiml girl's’ 
softball this season.
For more information 
phone 6S6-I254 or 6S6- 
6166.
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Representatives for Y.B.C. zone competitions — Sherry Hindley, 10; 




Queen of Miracle Lanes, Debbie Sparks is flanked by princesses, Sue 
Lascombe, and Carolyn Stinka.
New executive 
at Sanscha
Art Grossic will head 
Sanscha Hall’s executive 
committee for 1980 
following his election as 
president at the annual 
general meeting Jan. 30.
Joining Grossie on the 
executive this year are Gib 





Sowerby was selected as a 
director along with Tom 
Doyle, Gladys Sealey, 
George Clark, Connie 
Kingcrlee, Vince Wallace, 
Bob Otton, John Rober­
tson, Dennis Varga, and 
Eric Sherwood.
Debbie s a bowling queen
Five local youths, House 
Champions in the 4-Steps- 
to-Stardom competition, 
will represent Miracle Lanes 
in their respective zone roll­
offs late this month.
Senior Andrew Dean was 
away on a camping trip 
during the photo session, 
but will be travelling to 
Ladysmith to compete in 
the second stage of the 4- 
Steps program, the date to 
be announced.
Junior House Cham­
pions, Kelly Bull and Jamie, 
Roberts, will participate in
a roll-off staged at Town 
and Country Lanes, the 
date to be announced. 
Bantam representatives, 
Sherry Hindley and Michael 
Devereaux compete at 
Esquimalt Feb. 24.
The 4-Steps program is a 
national tournament, and 
bowlers must be successful 
in each of the four steps in 
succession to continue to 
the national finals. The 
zone final (Vancouver 
island) is the second step of 
the program, and it will be
followed by the provincial 
and national competitions.
* * *
The Queen of the Lanes 
competition at Miracle 
Lanes was finalized over the 
weekend, and Debbie 
Sparks, a member of the 
Tuesday Commercial 
League emerged as queen.
The contest winner is 
determined by the highest 
pins-over-average count 
and 55 ladies were entered 
at the outset. Sparks has a 
149 average and managed
By TOM CRONK
The first annual ladies 
Bonspiel, — the Meadows 
.-—was held at Glen 
Meadows Golf and Country 
Club last weekend and was 
a success in it’s first season 
with 27 of 32 invited rinks 
responding.
Nanaini o ’ s J essie 
Whittam and her rink were 
winners " of' the A event, : 
rebounding from a 6-1 
defeat to a 9-7 victory over 
local Lou Johnstone’s rink.
John.slone’s rink was hot 
at the outset of the match, 
openng v/ith 1 in the first 
end, 1 each in the third and 
fourth ends, and a big three 
point fifth end.
Whittam scored I in the 
fourth and then came alive 
in the sixth with two points. 
Scoring 1 in the seventh and 
2 more in the eighth for the 
tie', she forced tlie ninth end 
for another point, leading 
by 1 going into the tenth.
The entire match came 
down to the last rock, after 
some magnificent draw 
shots by both rinks, but 
Lou Johnstone missed by 
mere centimeters, and could 
not manage to clear 
Whitlams .shot.
Third place in the A event 
went to the Bonny Conn 
rink and fourth to Colleen 
Shepherds group.
Audrey Darlington took 
an 11-8 viciui y i rum 
Victoria's Nickie Palfrey to 
win the B event while Marie 
McKay finished in third 
place and June Erlchsen 
finished in fourth.
In the C Event. Ellic 
Miller’s rink placed first 
followed by Joyce Minions, 
Thelma Staffin, and Helen
Aikenhead.
One of the highlights of 
the spiel: was the dinner 
Saturday night which in­
cluded a slighty bawdy skit, 
much to the delight of the
ladies. Many out-of-town 
rinks were present which 
tends to indicate the spiel 
will become one of the 
major annual events at Glen 
Meadows.
to roll 109 pins over that to 
win.
Sue Lascombe was 
runner-up and first princess 
with 100 pins over her 188 
average and Carolyn 
Stinka, the second princess, 
rolled 92 pins over her 155 
average. Lascombe bowls in 
the Credit Union League 
and Carolyn Stinka bowls 
in Tuesday Commercial 7- 
9.' ^.........
Prizes included a dinner 
for two donated by Hotel 
Sidney for the Queen and 
free hairslyling for the 
princesses by Sidney Villa 
Coiffures, in addition there 
was certificates for free 
drycleaning from Styletone 
Cleaners and flowers 
supplied by the Sidney 
Floral Gallery.
The Men’s King-of-the- 
Lanes competition will be 
held near the beginning of 
March, and shoud be a 
hotly contested roll-off.
Bowlers such as Armand 
Leroux, Bob Milton, Les 
Taylor, and ahost of others 
with high averages will be 
hard pressed to compete 
with the lower average 
holers who have been hot, 
of late.
High Lines;
YBC; Senior: Andrew 
Dean, 539 (196); Junior: 
Jamie Roberts 451 (169); 
Bantam: Michael
Devereaux 446 (188);
PeeWee; C. Pearson 230 
(152).
Golden Age: Earnie 
Blatchford 761; Ed Madsen 
748; Lee Roy Super-Spare.
Credit Union: B. Milton 
661 (263): Lil Tripp 612 
(239).
Ladies: Joy Scott 601 
(251).
Tuesday Commercial: 
Armand Leroux 868 (328); 
Ken Neal 738 (287); Barb
Lumatta 708 (350); Marg 
Lovejoy 672 (256).
Legion; D. Rolph 672 
(250); Pam VantSes 634 
(273).
ADAMS, BROCK & CO.




THE NEW FIRM WILL CONDUCT BUSINESS AS
ADAMS. MANN, HINCHEY Qc CO.
CERTIFIED GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS 
WITH OFFICES IN
CRAN BROOK • GOLDE NfINVER MERE •IN UVIK» KIMBERLEY.SIDNEY 










9-5 Mon - Sat 
656-3831
□ Money spent on elaborate funerals would be better spent on the living. [Simplicity 
can mean dignity]
□ I don’t want my body put on dispiay.
□ I want to record my wishes before my death so that my next of kin need not make 
painful decisions under stress.
If you feel this way you are not 
alone. 90,000 people in all walks of 
life now belong to the —
MEMORIAL SOCIETY OF B.C.
Write or phone for free brochure—
‘7f ’y Your Funeral ” 
VICTORIA BRANCH 385-5214 
Office Hrs.: 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Membership is $10 for each adult.
Vo; MEMORIAL SOCIETY OF B.C. 
519-620 Vl.w St.
Victoria, B.C. VSW 1J6 
l/we are Interested In the alms of the 
Society.
Ljwont more information 
Gwant to enroll novF 
Name(s) ........................ ....
. Postol Code . . .
• . Amount Enclosed
[No charge for children under 19]
40ib. sack # H
Moai: 1x6 western SHOP BIRCH 50\
STORE HOUKS;
DAILY 8:30 ■ 6:00 
THURS., FRl. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
EFFECTIVE- WEDNESDAY,^ '
^ THURSDAY, FRIDAY ;
/ & SATURDAY WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR 15 YEARS
Horne of SLIPEIH ^savings
!n Downtown Sidney 





END CUTS ;; lb. El . ■






Beacon Ave. Sidney 656-1134
OFFICIAL 
7 OPENING
The official opening of 
the Central Saanich riro 
'hall, police department and 
adminisiraiion office will 
lie held March 8. The public 
is invited to view the 
btiikling between 2 and 4:30 
p.m.
CHUCK CROSS RIB ROAST
$|89
I) i





YOUR CHASyCES AT GOOD FORTUNE
For winning numbors ask your lottery retailor, your 
noarost branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce or write to:
WESTERN CANADA LOTTERY FOUNDATION




















































ALSO 51500 clearance TABLE





VIAL CUTLETS $979lb. ^
VI^AL
VEAL SIRLOIN STEAK $<509III. w
VEAL RIB STEAK II,.^2’’
VEAl SHOULDER CHOPS ih.^2^ ^


































BLUE WATER HATFER 

















CAT FOOD 4 TIN.S



































Two lots, side by side, 3/4 
and 1 acre. Treed, soiitli 
slope, from S26,500.
TWO BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, 
Sidney, 1 '4 bathrooms, four ap­
pliances, dropes. Available Morch 1. 
Phono 652-4279. 6
ATTRACTIVE QUIET completely 
private one bdrm. suite. Close to 




TWO WORKING WOMEN want two 
bdrm house. We offer above average 
core, Non-smokers, no children, long 
term residency. $350. Phone 656- 
37.60-, 6
SIDNEY INDUSTRIAL
Almost 4 acres level, 
cleared, water, sewer, good 
highway exposure, lowest 





2444 Beacon Ave. 




Charming older no step, 
one bedroom home 
located in Sidney. Large 
workshop or garage on 
property. Perfect 
retirement or starter 
home.







Fireplace in Livingroom, 
eating area in Kitchen plus 
L-shape diningroom. 
Large sunny sundeck. 
Developed basement with 
. 4th bedroom or den. 3 pc. 
bath. Workshop, and 
large rec. room. Nicely 
landscaped & fenced. 
; Large patio with sunny 







Two lots, side by side, % 
and 1 acre. Treed, South 




Almost 4 acres level, 
cleared, water, sewer, 
good highway exposure 
lowest sq. ft. price. 
Asking $280,000.
WORE WAITEa
MOST PHASES of gardening and 
landscaping • also gorden desiqr. 
Coll Charles Vautrin. 656-1595 after 5 
p.m. lO-tf
TYREU'S GARDEN SERVICE early 
spring gardt'n service, pruning fruit 
trees and hedges. Bark mulch In- 
stollation, .•ill lown renovating. 
General ya ! clean-up. Colt day or 
night. 652-21 ' ond 652-2735. 7
mSi. i’Oil SALE
SIDNEY — Bochelor $245-5275. one 
bedroom and den $360-$380. One 
bedroom deii and loft S400-$410, 2 
bedroom $395. 2 bedroom and loft 
$460. includes: wall - wall, drapes, 
hot water, cable, parking. Neor 
shopping, bus. schools. Children 
occopted, no pets. 656-3060. 50tf
HELP WANTED
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR, turquoise 
and gold. All foom cushions, like 
new, $300; Viking dryer, $125. 656- 
2509. 6
VIKING FRIDGE with freezer. 
Westinghouso stove. Both white and 













, : HEAT 
This home has thermal 
windows, heati la tor 
fireplace and well in­
sulated. Three bedroom, 
large Living room, Kit­
chen with eating area. 
■Two car garage. Offered 




Clerk ill (Clerk-Stenographer): 
Applications are Invited from 
suitable qualified persons for the 
position of Clerk-Stenographer in the 
School Board Education Office. 4 
hours per day, 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 
p.m. This position is effective Im­
mediately and terminates June 30, 
1980. Typing 60 wpm.. Salary 
$6.70/hour, /‘ypplicotlon forms are 
available from the School Board 
Office, 9751 Third Street, Sidney, 
B.C.. telephone 656-1111. Closing 






/■ :DUPLEX/; : 
in nice
Neighbourhood 
Live on one side, rent the 
other. Each unit has 3 
bedrooms. Sundecks off 
masterbedrooms. Partial 
basements with storage 
and utility rooms. Fully 
fenced, separate back 
yards, nicely landscaped. 
Car ports & storage shed, 
Good assumable mor­





With double services for 
Strata Duplex. Paved 
street and curbs. Almost 
10,000 sq. ft. level, partial 
seaview. Priced, at 
$35,500. M.L.S. :
Estates. 656-3373.
PART TIME RURAL MAIL CARRIER.
Drivers license required. Reply with 
name, age, address and occupation if 
any to Box H. The Review. ' \ 6
STEADY SAT. WORK In retail soles 
plus other; days os available. 
Applicants should.be experienced in 
meeting public-ond preferobly with 
men's wear experience. Location: 
Sidney. Apply Dorman's Men's Wear, 
1328 Douglas St. between 10 • noon 
only please. . ; 6
THREE BRITISH INDIA rugs. one. 9x7, 
and two smoller ones. One kitchen 
table and four choirs, one Hoover 
washer/spin dryer, one wordrobe. 
one dresser, one chesterfield and 
chair. Other household articles. 656- 
1681. 6
FOR SALE: four bikes, 27" ten-speed, 
S50; 26" girls, $25; 20" boys. $30; ond 
20" girls, $30. Phone 656-6970. 6
SMALL GREEN LOVE SEAT. Newly re- 
upholstered, $175. 656-4984. 6
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR, turquoise 
ond gold. All foam cushions, like 
new, $300,
DELETE ABOVE AS ALREADY IN
IS CU. FT. FRIDGE for sale, Fridgaire. 
good working order, $75. 656-4188. 6
122 SQUARE YARDS SISAL hard twist 
carpet with felt pad (used) in good 
condition, best offer accepted. Phone 
656-3277. 6
BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
CARPET STORE. STEADY BUSINESS.
Good potential in growing com­
munity. $38,000 includes stock, 
fixtures, displays, tools, Chev von, 





EARN A SECOND INCOME. Learn 
Income Tax preparation at home. For 
free brochure write: U & R Tax 
School. 1345 Pembino Highway. 
Winnipeg, Manitobo R3T 2B6. No 
obligotion. (6)
FRANCHISED JUNIOR DEPARTMENT 
STORE, Reasonable down payment 
required. Terms ovailoble. Potential 
based on your own Initiative. Con- 
toct; c/o Drawer YOX, Houston 
Todoy, P.O, Box 899, Houston, B.C. 
VOJ 120,_______________ _ (6)
NINE HOLE GOLF COURSE in boom 
town Houston. Proven revenue, 
unlimited potential, picturesque 
setting. Enquiries to: Box 629, 
Houston. B.C. VOJ IZO. 6
MUSICAL IKSTBUMENTS
NEW FENDER VIBROLUX amp. Also 
Framus Bavarian folk guitar. 656- 
4984. (6)
imi
LAW CENTRE — LEGAL AID CLINIC. 
Mondoys, 1:45 to 4:30 p.m. 
Appointments only. Phone 656-1247. 
30-tf
LOOT 0 FOUND
Chancellor Roily Nelson 
of Victory Lodge No. 61 
installed the following 
officers of the Knights of 
Pythias, Victory Lodge No. 
63, Sidney, on Jan. 23.
Al Horton, chancellor 
commander; Otto Wiggins, 
vice-chancellor; Tom 
Nesbitt, prelate; Les Blow, 
master of works; Ken 
Mollet, secretary; Ray 
Bowcott, financial 
secretary; Stan Watling, 
treasurer; Bob Smith, 
master of arms; H.D. 
Halkett, inner guard; Fred 
Poison, outer guard.
Comox-Courtenay 
Knights of Pythias’ con­
vention will be held Feb. 9 
at Comox and will be 
followed by a dinner-dance. 
Knights and ladies have 
been invited to attend, 
those interested should 
phone Ken Mollet at 656- 
2737.
Continued from Page 1
supported the marina’s proposal 
commenting, “an extension of the water 
lease here need not invalidate our 
reluctance to do it elsewhere.’’
It would make for a better marina, 
said Bingham.
Both Aid. Jim Cumming and Aid. Jay 
Rangel spoke against the proposal. 
Cumming said it had “too many strikes 
against it’’, while Rangel said he is 
“concerned about the precedent it may 
set’’.
Mayor Eric Sherwood agreed and 
added the owner and his representative 
were not against rearranging the 
proposal and bringing it back to council.
Finally, council showed a little 
dissatisfaction with Transport Canada 
for its handing of the Canoe Cove 
application for an extension of its water
'lease.
Council received a letter from the 
provincial ministry of lands, parks, and 
housing informing them that Transport 
Canada has submitted no objection to 
the lease extension.
Farthing noted that council had 
passed two resolutions' advising 
Transport Canada of “the considerable 
uneasiness we have of the arrangements 
at Canoe Cove Marina. ’ ’
“Yet,” said Farthing, “we haven’t 
seen an answer. It appears that withoui 
any word to us they have proceeded.”
He suggested council write a letter to 
Transport Canada asking for a response 
to the two resolutions sent by council, 
and advising both federal and provincial 
governments of council’s earlier denial 
of the water lease extension.
Bylaw change eyed
Ardmore residents 
shouldn’t have to worry 
about a reduction in the 
minimum lot size if and
COLEMAN R327 oil heater ond tank - 
ideol for summer cobin or 
greenhouse, $100 or best offer. 
Phono656-n51. 6
FOUND cat, part persion grey with 
white front. Female. Found in Dean 
Park Estates. Please call ASAP 656- 
3373. 6
MUST SELL new queen size bed and 
new couch. 656-7786. 6
- PSTS 
LIVESTOCK
OLYMPIC AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
with 2 speokers and separate Sonyo 
top loading casette deck. Excellent* 




FREE TO GOOD HOME. One Sheltle 
cross, smoll. 1 yeor old. Good with 
children. Also one small, cute puppy, 
3 months old. Sheltie-Terrier cross. 
656-4926. 6
FULLBLOOD SIMMENTAL BULLS 9 to 
14 months old, sons of top series. 
Contact Carl Petterson, Fraser 
-Valley Simmentol Ranch, 43072 
Keith-Wilson Road, Sardis, B.C. VOX 
lYO. Phone 823-4575. 7
SANSCHA HALL
Admission 25 cents. 
RESERVATIONS
656-3082
when piped water arrives in 
the area.
North Saanich council 
has decided to go ahead 
with an amendment to the 
present bylaw which would 
see the minimum lot size 
remain at one acre with or 
without piped water.
The present bylaw states 
that with piped water the 
minimum lot size can be 
one-half acre.
Aid. Jim Cumming made
the recommendation “to 
divorce the issue of zoning 
from the issue of piped 
water.” He also said the 
zoning issue had been used 
as a “club” by some op­
ponents of piped water.
Aid. Harold Parrott 
agreed, commenting, “I 
would like to think we 
could have (piped) water 
there in less than 10 years.” 
He said the area needed it 
for proper fire protection.
CLASS FIRESCREENS with mesh. Black 
or antique brass. Store price $179; 
ours $89. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Send opening measurements and 
money order to: Jubilee Inter­
national, 790 Braidwood, Courtenay, 
B.C. V9N3R9. 6
WANTED GOODHOMEfor Dal motion 
cross pups $10. 656-4005. (6)
CKC REGISTERED loborador pups, 
blacks & yellows, have had shots, 
wormed and dew claws removed. 
337-8367. (Courtenay). (7)
CLOTH CAR BED, $6; heavy duty baby 
stroller with accessory. $35. Phone 
656-0053. / / // - 6
BEAUTIFUL 4 MONTHS old great done 
cross for sale. 2‘/? yeor old St. Ber­
nard to good home. Phone 382-3016.
AUTOMATIC WASHER. Simplicity, 
vort-cycle, $125 . 652-4158.,' . 6
WEB PRESSMAN for 7 - unit Goss 
Community on Vancouver Island for a 
well estoblishcd firm. Please opply 
Comox District Free Press, Box 3039, 
Courtenay. B.C. V9N 5N3. 6
/f
AGENCIES




Treed half acre lot with 
95’ of wnierfrontage. 
Slteltercd, good view, nenr 
marina, airport and ferry.
()im:n HOUSE
Sal. & Sun, 2-4 p.m,
Vista l)d Mar 
10(116 Tliirtl Si.
Several hraiiLi new suiie.s 
available, take this one for 
e.MimpIc • 2 hiittns, wall to 
Wall carpel, colored ap­
pliances, view, heauiifully 
decorated, ihertnoglass 
sliding door to balcony, All 
this for only $46,‘X)0. 
Trades con si tie red. 
I'inancing uvallahle to 
(jualil'ietl purchaser.
SIDNEY
Family accommodation for 
only $.36,600, Townhouse, 
with three Inlrms, and IV) 
biiths, good storage area, 
fenced yard, with somlpycst 
exposure,
HANDYMAN SIM CIAL
$.33.;5(Kt will bii> this Z 
bdrm, home in Sidney only 
2 blocks froin Beacon Ave, 




8938 HARO PARK 
TERRACE 
$104,900.
ENJOY superb views of 
Sidney, the Gulf Islands, 
and Mt. Baker from this 
cltarming 3 bedroom, one 
level home in beautiful 
Dean Park Estates. 
Soaring ceilings, indirect
\Ughting, built in vacuum 
/iy.sty,stem and a very at­
tractive low interest 
^mortgage arc only some of 
ihe-^easons you should see 
this iiomc. Why not drive 
by and then call us.
CALL NOW
l.arry Pnitien 656-0365 
Karel DrosI 656-2427 





FAST GROWING WEEKLY TABLOID
within fJO miles of Vancouver 
requires experienced, energetic 
person to cover all facets of 
production Including reporting, 
photography, layout. Apply in 
confidence stating experience and 
anticipated salary to: Box 155, c/o 
BCYCNA. 808, 207 West Hastings St.. 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 1H7. 6
SOUTHEASTERN B.C, FLOWER5HOP
requires person with retoil ©x- 
perlenco to take chorgo. Design 
experience o dollnito osset. Salary 
open. Apply Box 345, c/o Volley 
Echo. P.O. Box 70, Invormore, B.C. 
VOAIKO. 7
LADIES AND GfcNUEMEN. port anu 
full time help nootlocJ in Sidney and 
Brentwood Area, Earn above 
avoiaqe wages, Phono 47B-9566. 24- 
tl
WORK WANTED
SAVE ON HEATING C05TI Custom 
mndo nliimlnum Inside, nnd outside 
storm windows modo ond instollod at 
tuosonoblo pricos. Fnio osllmotns. 
Coll ritovo Lorkoy conslructlon. 656- 
5HI9, a
GUTTERS RENEWED. Continuous 
soamliiss aluminum gullors and 
downpipos. OldoCountry Iradosmon, 




FAMILY REQUIRES 1 OR 4 BEDROOM
Imuso lot April I or stionur. Potiod ol 
I yi. or loss, Piolor Sldnoy'N, 
Smink I, iiiort ftV, 170(1, ll
lOCAl CONTRACtOR REQUIRES SOO
l,a(X) st|, It, ol shop fliiKi in Norlli ot 
Ctmirol Snniiir.h. tWn |708. , ll
QUIET MATURE MAN wllhoul (itil* 
nmulms iwo or llirpit.room 
huusuknnplno lirila Irs Ih* Sidnvy 
area, os soon oi posslbio. 656'7735 
Rtis. SOdI
WARIHOini FOR LEASE - SIDNEY 
AREA, 10,000 M| ll S? 50 pm s<|unr(. 
lout liiplii nut (>55 7V01. 15)
,l(m Mloaii
SIDNEY ACRR
r*n.intly (iwn(»d ■ Inllu S»rur>''*d 
lor 15 lowntiouSB ot oporl 






jO.fJOO sq. ft. $2,50 ,ui, fl, 






HIM SQUARE Flit 01 mo, Sih SlutM 
otross tram Shop Wis* Supsrlonrt,, 
CoH r,3M, ult,;/ (,« ll
EMAIl BACMIIOR rcrMol suit* 
656 ali»r b p,m
CrdI
If
RELIABLE DAYCARE lot your ptn 
scboolors iny homit SIdmty ond 
obpoiT Oreo, Mon. Ftl. Coll Oohhio 
656 3501,
YOUNG WOMAN will .moronllcolly 
civon your huusa. I'honi.656.439),
EXCELLENT IN DEALING wllli public 
by |)onon or loInpboiKi Crood with 
li()ur«s Mnvn hod t)»p»ilonci» wllh 
ohovo. Am III o wliii«lcbair. Am 
ititoroslnd lit oity posilhllilios, 656 
:i:i95, ._______ _ ' <
NO JOB TO SMALL. Youno (orpimiitr 
willing In tin inneus. vuridmks 
lenovollons, palming rilr. All work 
liuoromood, Plionn Ron 656'03n7 or 
656 3635,
MISC^WANTSD
SELLING ON MONDAY. February 25th 
at 1; p;m. otj tHe 7th. annual Sum--, 
merset Lindsay R.C.L. "production 
I sale, Did^buryi Altq.;36 - 2 year old 
I U..IU -^<i>br©d f6rn'aie5. phone (403)bulls,
! 335:4235:;*
HUMMEL FIGURES and plotes; Royal 
Dalton Figures end Toby Jugs also 
Militaria Swords. Bayonets. Bodges { 
and Medals. 383-0405; 386-0911. 18-tf
PUREBRED ENGLISH SPRINGER
SPANIEL pups; Liver and vvhite. Sire 
and dam imported from Scotland. 
Excellent bird dogs and pets. Many 
field — trial chompions in pedigree. 
Phone 593-4387. : . (6)
Central Saanich Council Monday night panned all ‘ 
three options under the Urban Transit Act—- funding 
through property taxes, a power surcharge or a three- 
cent per gallon gas tax.
Aid. Dave Hill recommended council tell the Capital 
Region Board and the provincial government,,that 
council'id in-total disagreement vwith all three options 
/ and “urge/the government tb take looker cent of the 
funding” themselves through whatever means.
DOORS! B.C.'s Lowest prices! Pie- 
hung interior, $19.90; solid exterior 
pre hung, $59; panelled doors, $39; 
closet bi-folds, $13.90; Canada’s 
largest selection. Write or phono for 
further information to Walker Door 
Ltd.. 266-7211, 1366 S.W. Marine: 
Drivo. Vancouver. V6P 5Z9 or 985- 
9714, 1589 Gordon; Avenue, North 
VancQ.uyj?r. V7P 3A5. tf
HALF WOLF SHEPHERD CROSS DOGS
PUPS —: ' 7 weeks old. $100.00 
Breeding stock or watchdog. One 
mole ond two females $100.00. 
Phone 397-2689, One Hundred Mile 
House. (6)




STERLING SILVER bric-a-brac and old 
jowollery, old family heirlooms etc. 
Discrellon assured. 656-6834. b
RUbDAGE. GARBAGE HAULED.
Basement and clean-up jobs, Photo I 
‘'52 4035. 37-tf
SAAN. PENINSULA GUIDANCE 
ASSOCIATION services for the 
family, Individual, marriage ond 
lamily counselling, 656-1247. 2440 
Sidney Avo, (Town Hall). tf
Installing officer Peggy 
Carlson, assisted by Grand 
Manager Esther Berry and 
Grand Senior Stella 
Lumley, installed officers 
of Pythian Sisters, Victory 





HOME 5EHVICEG Q. 
EQUIPMENT TOR SALS
1976 CASE aSOB complola will, dlrl 
and cloaring blados, flppnr, 1500 
hourii. $41500.00 o.b.o, I’hono 847- 
3093 6
DIVORCE! ’$100 -I- filing loos. Wo 
proparo your divorco papers over Ihe 
phono Iasi. For moro inlormollon 
coll IHE LAW SHOPPE ol JACK D. 
JAMES. LLB, loll-froo 112-
B00,663-3035 (in Voncouvor oroo call 
6n7-2443), ChorgoK and Moslor- 
chorgo welcomed. 38 i|
Si...
.SIDNEY 
RF.N l AI.S I I I). 
9773-5(6 81.
6.S6.5.54I
’I'lii,’’ I.Tri'i'ki (MIC slop
I'/liiipmcnl UcitKil Viiul (HI *1 
llic Siiiiiiicli I’cniiisiilii. i| 
Am liorizL'd dciilci r(M',| 
lt)R(), I.AVS'NBOV mid 
SNAI’l'IK.
■Wc icpiiii till lUiikcs.
RIDE WANTED lo downtown Vlclorio, 
Mon ■ Fri., 9 o.m. • 5 p.m, Shore 
OKponsos. 655’643‘h (6)
INCORPORATE! $300 plus I,ling loos, 
Incoipoitilo yoursoll • losl • over Iho 
lolophono. Our forms and typing 
services oie lowyor opproved. Coll 
Sell Cntinsol Services toll Iron 113, 
800 663 3035. Chotges and 
Mnsteichnnnr aimiovod. 47 (1
TFJJ l'HILLII‘.S
Artliur Block and Management of Block Bros. 
Really is proud to announce thal TED PHILLIPS 
has completed 1979 as Top Salesman in our 
Sidney Office. Ted is Ulso Top Salesman for 
January 1980, Ted would like lo thank all his 
elicnls and looks forward to continue .serving 
your needs in a conscientious manner for 1980. 
For service with results call;
656-5537 Ted IMiillips 656-5584
Executive for 1980 in­
cludes: Eye Tongc, Past 
Chief; Doreen Waldcrs, 
Most Excellent Chief; Mary 
Armstrong, Excellent
Senior; ■ Lillian 
Excellent Junior;
Mahon, manager;
Berry, secretary; Catherine 
Campbell, treasurer; Clara 
McAmmond, Protector; 
Peggy Carlson, Guard; 
Marjorie Smith, Musician; 
Eve Tonge, Grand 
Representative; Stella 
Lumley, Staff Captain;
Eve Tonge received her 







GOID BAR WINNER ol the Sldmiy omi 
Piinimmlo Kiwoiiitt wot. Doug Long ol 
Vnntouvoi. H.C. Wo wl»h lo Ihttnk oil
ppopli, who piiillr.lixiltid. fund* will .
bit unitd within lh«LonuTiumty. 9 RreiltWOOd 11(1^
Crossword Courtesy Of
THE BOOKWORM










SPttDY GARDEN SERVICE, Good 
lolinblo woik, I'bHttit. toll olliir 4 p.ni. 






Again ana 11 able for 
Sidney nnd surrounding 
district. Good Work* 
nintisliip nt reasonable 
prices.,
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs.
656-3297
OARDIN lERVICCi Pruning. 
Von Srhurkmtjrm. 656 1'>9(1,
Hrurto
CIOll
All rORMl OP TYPING OONI In my
I ; 11,1., ' Iu ,>j,i f-
5turr»>'i th«m wiiliom*. Cftll Diiwii 














39, Cyuw old 
dO, Grcipl' iL'IuiO 
d2ii In like rtKinner 
43, NeQativf) wCird 
*14, Saliiri'ilcs 






Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personnl aiteniion to all' 
orders, I’liune 656-4754
ORADUATFS OF 1955 ond pilot 
tlonniolBn 'J5lh ni-unlan July 4. S. 6, 
1900. Al Skyline Club, Abboiilmd 
Riipllni, hy Moich 15. 1900. Corionn 
'ilollonery, 32039 South 1 ro»er Woy. 
(CiBnthfook) Abbolilord, B C, V3T 
iw;i, I ' 6
•9,!5SJSSt,*5S,,,“5!LJS!9aj*«IUi««^ 
niJIlD IT BITTER FOR litti HooU . 
woll* ‘ l«n(.B» . polio . nioiog* • 
workihopn - form bullHInair. No 
(Kiinlino (X hnUhina t*guirad, Hoovy 
duly Indotirinl fihnrginiii pnn«ln S 
f,» molnrlol ■ 40t «<|uat« tool, 6 oj, 
mninrini . 60t »guoi* tool: R fu, 
mijKitidi I 60r »guo(» tool. CnII lodoy 
m diop hy NUFAR '33470 Frin»r 











































Thursday; 9:30 a.m, 
lapidary, 10 a.m. weaving, 
carpet bowling: noon; 





ceramics, quilling, keep fit; 
noon, lunch, 1 p.m, chess 
club. Silver "T” Bells 
practice, stretch and sew; 2 




open 1 p.m. to 4 p.m, for 
drop-ins.
Mond.ny: - 10 a.m. dance 
for fun, quilling, billiards: 
noon, lunch; 12:30 p.m. 
ceramics; 1 p.m. swim club;









ClIANINO TEAM ovoilobl* lo do 
tomplidl* flnordng «»rvk’«». Will iJo
imoll hinin**i«« oird oHi(«i, 
R*ntt(>nobl» rol*», PhoiiB 65J'903I or 
r4i3 I35II, Atk tor Prill or Sue. 6
•UII.OINO MATtNIAll INEROV 
5AVINOI wilh riMW wall liner k»nrd. 
Umj* Im luile i:«w (Yirlon, ariinial ’| 
iiallii, food pror.eiilng or»n», (roller
'■a-'
handyman EtAAll APPUANCTS 
Uoky loucel*. broken toid endi, eit,, 
No |f)b loo nmctll. I nn ptiim Geviig* 
MiConnell 9«I3 R»»ihsv*n Pfive. 
«6 7*70 7
I' r u’ ’ ”I ,t,.. hi
♦Iliroge IreeiBi*, tulremety bofd, 
i«*.»i« tblpplna iwd HroiLhiiia 
(14.000 P.Sn DfrPir nor luppori mould, 
ml nr mildew to*v 1,1*01,1110 or.e 
woter. deKigenlii nr (oiy, to
.'>|.piy rind 000)1.ivoi. Do )l Oviwl
loro* tilCHk ond ♦eletllni’o NUfAB 
530 6301 334'70 Troiier Hia»iw«v,
Iniialoy. V.1.A 4P6 ',16
KOTOS 0 OOKTS 
ron SALS
MIJtT tin 1976 Flitbtid, encellenl 
lemdlllon 7 000 mile* $5,700. 1975 
Remiull wngoni very ooo.r ronilHion
__A











, 0, ,Ai:l 
9. Shmos 
10. Alu'ad of time 
12. Typo f>l70 
ISBarn
19, Main arltiry 






















You'll fliui a 











Tuesday 9;K) p.m, 
lapidary; 10 a.m. 
Sereitadcrs practice, 
painting; noon, inneb I 
p.m, whi.si, painting; 7 p,m. 
sluirncboai'tl and games;
Wednesday: 10 a.m. 
novelties; nuLtn, lioi dinner;
1 p.m, discussion grolip;’ 
John Thornburgl). Talks on 
The Energy Crisis and you.
2 p.m, concert T+IE' 
NADEN BAND
Anyone interested in 
Instructing watercolours, 
maernme, and Mictch and 





















9883 - 7th Str*»t 
Llconsod Plumber 
BILL JONES









Ail typM of brick and block work, 
now ffroplacos or repair your old 
one — no (ob too small.
656-5091
Full References 
•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 





















Fence Posts, Digging, 50 












Hour or by Contract. 




Stucco - Drywall 


















“Big or small 
we will do them all”




CONTRA CTING L TD.
Specializing in








GDRDDN UREN | WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE BEST?
Painting & I ACCOUNTANT
Decorating | F.R. ANDERSEN R.I.A.
Wall Coverings | PHONE 652-1769 
Spociolizing in;FREE ESTIMATES 1 •Income Tox
656-4397 | {Personal 8 Corporote)•Payroll
•Small Business Accounts 14-H
M.J. SUTHERLAND MANN, MOULSON &CO.
Painting & CERFIFIED
Paperhanging GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS
Decorating 2412 D Beacon A ve.
Phone 656-1041 Sidney, B.C. 656-5551
Drapes He
Backhoe Work, Trucking
BACK FILLING — LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES





































and Tractor Service 




































Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 


































To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 







Now sp'ccinlizihg in I 
finishing carpentry, ■ 
cnbincis and buili-ins, j 
nirnpns rooms, repairs, I 
I addiiirms no job too | 
r>nmll. jj Renovate nnd Save i
ROY’S ALLBAY MARINE SERVICES LTD. 
10134 McDonald Park Rd.
656-7023
FACTORY AUTIIOUI/.KD REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE • JOHNSON AND 
EVIN R UI) 1. O in HOAR OS. M ERCR U IS ER 
STERN DRIVE.














Government cortifiod technician 
with 35 years exporlonco In 






















DESIGN ■ ALTERATIONS 










I ‘.''I. if,,!./.'..'-■'I,,-' U'
^ .0* M' Mk 1 W b f ^ i B L' X. b'
FREE ESTIMATES ' 













A a B BOAT TOPS

























Duel work, Chimneys, 














' Service , 
Gttrbogt) Disposal 














CuM'ipiet^ h'l ,1 .Yf'ri
lebuildlriijf • »«hauii for
plefl*,,**. (omrtrerrtol ond fiihlng
6.W..5rtJI.»
PfA NO TUNER & REPA IRS




• ON SIGHT A SPECIALTY
• ADJUST « VOIC E HAMMERS
ACI|()N.VL.S(>UND,ShRVICI:T()
I'UBl K- II Ac HFKS,
SCHOOL OI' MUSIC, CLUBS,& CHURCHES
69.50 WALLACE DR . BRI N TWOOD HAY
AJ'AX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANEHS








Aliio Hnulinp. YMi tme 10
three yortfi cl lortrlor orawel,
6S6-S671 :
On Vancouver 
Island there is a 







P O, ITok 2Ml|*










Corpet & Upholstery Cleoning
Through Steom Extraction 







COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING a WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 




Marine. Auto aSofety Gloss 
Window Gloss • Mirrors ■ 
LWIridshlolds Instbfttfd ^ 
Insuronce Claims : 
Promptly Handled
10114 McDonald 
Park RcL ' r 656-1313
By HELEN LANG
Having decided to do an article on “pruning” 1 am 
now somewhat overwhelmed by the subject...there is a 
lot more to this business than meets the eye! This is the 
time of year to do pruning of fruit trees, grapes (actually 
better done in the fall, but still okay if you do it before 
new growth starts) small fruits, such as raspberries, red 
and black currants, gooseberries, etc., and some of the 
ornamental shrubs such as hydrangeas.
It is too early to do your roses, that’s generally a job 
for March, and shrubs such as lilacs, azalea mollis, 
quince, forsythia and potentilla should not be pruned 
until they have finished flowering.
It is time to prune hedges, and to do some careful 
shearing of things like cryptomeria and thuya. Junipers 
may be cut back at any time of year, or you may wish to 
“tip prune” them, to encourage a thicker plant.
The larger evergreens will probably not need pruning, 
but if they are growing too fast to suit you, you may 
carefully remove one-third of each finger-like 
projection at the tip of each branch, the “candles”.
This is a very good way to keep Mugho pines short and 
. thick.
If you can find a copy of the “Pacific Gardner” read 
what Mr. Willis has to say about pruning, or send in to 
“The Publications Office, Ministry of Agriculture, 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B.C: V8W 2Z7 and ask 
for their manual on pruning of fruit trees.
Pruning of any tree or plant is an important part of its 
growih pattern and requires much more information 
than can be contained in one small garden column.
A few general hints: Use a good sturdy pair of 
■ secateurs.
•If you are cutting out cancers, or rot, dip your 
secatuers in lysol or household bleach, and wash them 
off, before making another cut.
•Save any suitable branches to stake your peas. Burn 
any branches that look diseased.
•Twigs, and small branches of ornamental plum, or 
cherry may be brought into the house for “forcing”. It 
may be a little early, but worth a try.
•If ybu are forced to cut off a large limb, always, 
make the initial cut from the bottom of the branch.
Such a large cut should be painted afterward with tree 
paint or several coats c)f shellac.
In pruning, no stubs should be left which will die and 
decay. The cuts should be made close to the supporting 
branch, or trunk, or just above a bud. ..preferably a bud 
pointed in the direction you wish the tree or shrub lo 
grow (away from the centre of the tree).
' Probably: the besLadvice to give anyone wiioTs not j- 
familiar with, the “art’f of pruniilg, Tsj “If in 














9812 ■ 4lh Sl., Sidney
Speedy
Garden Service
Good ri'liahle work 
Please call aficr4 p.in
656-6859 |7|
' K'l'.',' I,'l 'V'Wt'T I
■ Bmlcr llroN.
Butior K'n'lpmcnl








Diwlaf lof Jofiinl Pump*, W« 
Kill, itivir* nnd iPiiuH,
O|renllii0«(H«W»«k
l*.5 MST
Continued from Page 4
present generation and one who is a strong supporter of 
ihc community plan. He takes an active interest in all 
pliases of pur cominnity as a whole and like most of us 
he docs not wish to see Central Saanich become a 
crowded bedroom community for Victoria.
R.E. Staiilcy-Joncs 
535 Senanus Drive 
Saanichton
:STA(L,mys, thanks :
On behalf of Sidney Teen Activity Group we would 
like to thank Sidney Bakery for its donation for the 
Diincc-a-TTion held on Jan. 25 - 26, also to Stclly’s 
icnching kitchen for its assistance.
We would nl.so like to thank very much Clovcrdulc 
Paint and Paper for their help touching up the 
clubhouse and the people who pledged the participants 
who made the 24-hour Dance-a-Thon a success. We 
have $170 which will go to the ski trip in March. ‘
III addition, wc would like to thank the Saanich 
Peninsula Co-Op for its financial assistance, and Mrs, 




Thank you for allowing lis jo use your newspaper to 
invite all former residents of Fillmore, Sn.skntchcwan, 
liome to Fillmore for our 75th birthday celebration.
This imporiam event will encompass June 29,30 and 
July 1, 1980. Many interesting community events liavc 
Iwen planned to nmke your stay nostalgic artd in- 
tcresting. We consider this to be an excellent op­
portunity for the entire family to meet old friends nnd 
iioquaimnnces, as well ns to view tlic progress which our 
town and community has made since your departure, 
V/e extend to you a warm and sincere invitation to 
tillcnd.





WO HOMES L TD.
Trcirfiiionol lofl Hom»».i, wiih o
<wi9»» But ai|ihw«r
Re; my letter in your Jnn. 30 Issue, you very neatly 
left out ihf^* most serious chemicals used by many North 
American water works departmenis. Trying to point 
this out was the main purpose of my letter.
Aluminum sulfate is Used to form a floe, this In turn 
forms a sulfuiic acid which then has to be taken out of 
(he water with lime and soda ash before Ihc water Is fit 
to drink, The same when ferric sulfate and ferric 
dilorido is used. Also left out wn.s the u.se r*f chlorine 
with ammonia (or a more lasting effect to kill off 
germs. ' , ,
What affect have these on our system? When chlorine 
inised In a ens form, thk'b!*n nffoct onr long mrm* 
liftines, and with the alkallnes in our bodies, u 
Itydrochloric acid forms after if is absorbed through the 
skin.
It is no wonder 1 would like lo know the true process 
of our drinking water,.
Dorothy Halley 
193« McTavIsh
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SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - 2nd Street
SPECIAL
656-7535
PORK SPARE RIBS.. . . . .  ... . . . . lb,95‘
PORK LOIN ROAST [ENDS]......... ..LB.’1»
LEG OF PORK BONED & ROLLED ,.. LB. ’1“
Weight loss in cutting, boning ond trimming will increase the price per pound
For booklovers only
Youngsters who enjoy reading now have an op­
portunity to join a very special group — the Junior 
Book Reviewers Club at Sidney library on Beacon.
.
Children’s librarian Christel Josephy decided to 
form the group following the success last year of her 
intergalactic reading club, when 150 youngsters 
embarked on a reading program during their summer 
holidays.
Then, the idea was to read as many books as 
possible. Now, goal for the club is simply to enjoy 
reading.
“I see it as a smaller club of really avid readers who 
also enjoy writing about the books they’ve read,” 
Jospehysays.
Being able to write about the stories they’ve enjoyed 
will be a part of the club’s activities and members will 
be able to put down their opinions — just a short 
piece, Josephy says, — on a special form. Youngsters 
will also be given smart club buttons to wear.
Josephy plans bi-monthly club meeting where 
members can get together and talk about the books' 
they’ve read. She also plans to bring in interesting 
guest speakers.
“The kids can even make up their own regular 
newsletter,’’ Josephy suggested.
Youngsters aged eight years and upwards may join. 
Josephy will be at Sidney library Feb. 15 from 1 to 9 
p.m. to sign up children and to answer questions or 
provide more information.
The reading club last summer proved one thing, 
Josephy says. “There’s a lot of kids out there who still 
like reading.”
She expects the “heavy” readers from last year’s 
club to join the reviewers club. Heaviest readers were 
aged between eight and 12 but there was also a small 
group of youngsters aged 14 or 15, she says, who saw 
the inter-galactic club’s goal as a challenge and 







For Chinese and Western Food
DINE IN - TAKE OUT 




The Sidney Anglers' 
■Association will host a one- 
day salmon derby Sunday 
from d.awn until 2 p.m. 
(weigh-in club boundaries 
only).
The derby is open both to 
club members and non- 
members. The first prize 
will be determined by a 
hidden weight draw and all 
legal size salmon weighed in 







LB. 75^ .:,4-5 LB. AVE.x.^ 0^41grape‘a’::lb.=33:;*
; .; Weight lo&s.in cutting, boning dri 
.-.per
d trimrning will increose iho price
pound;.'.'. M.:,
Mon.-Thur. 8-5 p.m;; Fri. {i-6 p.m.; Closed Sat. & Sun.
The remaining seven 
prizes will be awarded 
according to \siz.e of fish 
caught.* Weigh in and 
presentations are at 2 p.m. 
at Tiilista Park next to the 
Anacortes Terry terminal. 
Tickets are S5 for seniors 
and S3 for juniors and are 
a V a i 1 a b 1 e at H a r v ey ’ s 
Sporting Goods and Dave’s 
Chevron in Sidriev. ;
jslarrd View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411
J yin; other club hews. The 
association xsTll hold its 
' Februaryvgenera! meeting ; 
Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the ; 





The Liberals. . .
-sla,shed our armed forces from 120,000 to 80,000 
-drastically reduced spending so that equipment and facilities 
became obsolete
-reduced morale through unification
while
The NDP
-would withdraw from or considerably reduce commitments to 









-fulfUl and expand upon commUmenls to NA TO, NORAD, UN 
and our allies
-modernise and re-equip forces
-spendsSO million to modernise CFH Esquimau
-purchase new fighter planes
r* ;■















Pensioners in Ceniral 
Saanich who would like 
help in comiileting forms 
for ihc Guaranicot! Income 
Supple m cm. spouse’s 
allowance or S.AFF.R. may 
call senior citizen counsellor 
Mrs. Hilcen Jensen ai 652- 
4158.
THE COST IS THE SAME TO YOU
Whether you buy your Autoplan decals 
and plates at the Motor Vehicle Branch or 
from your local ICBC Agent listed below.
voice
- across the studio s
, .-X: .X ■■
Saanich Cahlcvision likes to keep in the forefront of 
technology and prides itself on looking after the 
customers - that’s the reason, says program director 
Mike Stanlake. for the new huge dish antenna atop the 
company’s studio on 2nd Street in Sidney.
The earth station’s signal goes out to satellites 
24.000 miles away and is beamed back in a triangle- 
like path. so eveiT.ualiy the signal travels some 55.000 
miles.
It picks up four ‘'super” stations - New York. San 
Francisco. Chicago and .Atlanta - as well as a varictv 
of others. U.S. pay-iv channels, like the S.P.N. old 
classic mosie channel; reiigious channels - Trinitv. 
Praise The l ord and the: Christian Broadcasting 
network; sports, and a Spanish pay-tv channel are inst 
a sampling of the goodies the signal picks up.
Even Neil .Atkinson, co-owner of the cahlcvision 
company with Ken Stanlake and Tommy Kaye, shakes 
his head. The man who “sort of fixes things around 
here'’ still hasn’t got used to the amazing technology 
that produces an array of pictures which flash - like a 
scene from a .sci-ft , movie 
telcvisibn;screens7x ■;x:x,v;'x
y But* despite thebonanza of stations'only bneV 
cHannel -x-- carrying the Canadian House bf Commons 
debates — is permitted to he' relayed but to viewers on 
the Saanich Peninsula. ,, V''
■And when the House is sitting again. Stanlake says 
he’ll be running the debates all day, every day. Or as 
he puts it. “From gavel to gavel.”
Community programmihp on cable 10 currentlv 
covers Sidney council—Stanlake just recently began 
televising council meetings — and a variety of local 
cvenis such as sport, chamber of commerce activities, 
the political scene, children’s programs and public 
meetings of importance.
This year. .Stanlake says he’ll be filming Sidnev 
Days and Central Saanich Days.
Who watches cable 10. and how much?
There’s little feedback from the public. Stanlake 
says. “Only complaints;”
People call in to say that all they see on cable 10 is 
“stupid people sitting and talking,” he says.
The real problem is that most people simply don’t 
understand what community television is alTaboui, he 
says. -
Cornmuniiy television is entirely dependent on 
volunteers to put on shows and programs, It’s a 
vehicle for ciii/ens and groups and can be used to get 
ideas across to the community — Cahlcvision com­
panies fulfiir the requirements of a licence by 
providing the cornimmiiy with this free access to the 
eqnipmeni.
Of neccssiiy, it will always be amateur and people 
who switch on and expect slick performances and top 
enieri.'tinmeni will he disappointed,
Community television is supposed to he a voice in 
the commiiniiy, Stanlake says. Just how much of a 
voice is dependent on volunteer enihusiasin.
CTirrcrnly, iiil volunteers arc I'roni Sidney. Siaiilake 
says he'd also like residents from Ceniral Saanich and 
North Saanich to use the studio facilities for 
programming,
On Vancouver 
Island there is a 







Sidnev. B C. 4Cl
For Friendly, Efficient Service ond Advice, 
let Donald and Tom Sparling look 
after your Aufoplan renewal.
OPEM SATURDAYS 10 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Sparling Real Estate ltd.
2489 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C.
Tel. 656-5511 ^
SERVING SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH SINCE 1925.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7154 W. SAANICH RD. 
BRENTWOtiD BAY /




Gr. 'A' Beef Loin
WING STEAK ..lb. £
PORTERHOUSE STEAK$ 089
Gr.'A'Beef Loin. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . lb. £
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK $
Gr. ’A’ Beef, Boneless . ,.,. . lb.







Gr. 'A’ Beef Blade
CROSS RIB ROAST $165 lb. i





Maple Leaf 16 oz. Pkg.
SLICED BOLOGNA





















106 g. Pkgs. 3/89'*^
Canada No. 1
TOMATOES
B.C. No. 1 Cello
CARROTS 3 lb. bag
Assorted Cookies
Sunland
700 g. (IVz lb.) Box Qx
Peanut Butter
Squirrel e^isbi









500 g. Ctn. 89^
Ice Cream
Palm Deluxe 
2 litre Ctn.
lb.
594
B.C. Fancy Red
DELICIOUS
Canada No. I
CELERY
lbs..
..29'
